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ON CULTURAL FREEDOM
N RECENT tim es three distinguish ed visitors have toured Australia under the banner
of "cultural freedom". This slogan has an air
of high-sounding appeal which , as a generalised aim, would probably b e endorsed by a
majority of people. But it is p ertin ent to con sid er the substance behind th e words , and it
may w ell b e asked in what measure these
visitors have contributed to the freedom of
th e Australian culture.
H ere we com e up against the question of
definition: what exactly is meant in this con. text by the over-worked word "freedom", and
how is it applied in this instance to the
equally nebulous "culture"? Since the three
visiting lecturers are all literary men, they are
presumably capable of resolving this question. One is a poet, one an editor, and the
most recent a novelist. However, despite their
common participation in a world organisation
claiming devotion to the cause of cultural
freedom, none of these gentlemen made
direct reference to the principles motivatin g
their sponsoring bod y. There was no mention
of whether "culture" is intended to mean art
and literature, the institutions of a particular
way of life, or whether it is intend ed to signify the standards of "modern civilisation" as
opposed to barbarism. Nor, in fact , were
those interested told from what it is planned
to keep this "culture" "free."
Nevertheless, although speaking on ap-'
parently diverse topics, these visiting lecturers
exhibited on e factor in common - what the.
latest of them referred to in himself as an
"uncompromisingly anti-communist" attitude.
JI
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This in itself is no cause for surprise or query
in either individuals or organisation, but one
may well seek for something more positive in
a body proclaiming an ideal so laudable as
"freedom'" (cultural or otherwise).
The monthly bulletin distributed free by
the Australian Committee for Cultural Freedom may help to elucidate the aims of the
organisation. Beyond question, a remarkably
large majority of contributions are clearly
directed against the Soviet Union, China, and
the countries of Eastern Europe on political,
economic, religious and artistic levels. Certainly the reader is informed (in a recent issue)
that "The views expressed in these pages are
to be attributed to the authors, not to th e
sponsors", but it is obvious that an official
bulletin such as this is bound to reflect the
aims of the organisation, even though it be
only through the exercise of editorial policy
in the selection of material for publication.
Could it be significant that there are few Australian contributors, and that no analysis is
made of restrictions on cultural ' freedom ?
The aim of bringing lecturers to this country
is stated to be "an endeavour to stimulate
thought and controversy", and this is all we
are told of the Council's purpose as far as the
Australian public is concerned.
Funds which fire received from the parent
body "are provided by a number of American
foundations, such as th e Rockefeller and Fairfield foundations , and by prominent British,
American and Western European citizens",
and alth~ugh we are told that "These funds
are made available to the Australian ComWESTERLY

mittee free of any conditions and directions"
several queries spring to mind. It seems
strange that businessmen should part readily
with their money unless assured that it is to
be used for purposes considered satisfactory
to them. It would seem, therefore, that the
Congress and its financial backers have confidence in the Australian Committee. If this
is the case it would appear to indicate the
existence of aims and objects in an explicit
form in which they are not available to the
Australian public. Since it is stressed that
"The Committee's work is of real significance
to Australians and should b e financed by Australians" it seems reasonable to expect an explanation of what that work is.
Furthei·, the exclusive nature of Committee membership does not seem to exemplify
freedom , and may partly explain why the
Congress itself does not need to create 'conditions and directions' for the guidance of its
local offshoot. Herein lies an important point,
for it appears that the various subsidiary
national committees are in fact merely offshoots of the Congress, which has apparently
selected the committee of its choice in each
country. Further, membership being by invitation, and the public admitted only to
associate membership, it appears that the
Australian Committee is particularly ~on
cerned to maintain itself as a self-appointed
vigilance committee without the possible intrusion of members whose ideas of what constitutes cultural freedom differ from those of
the original members.
Nevertheless it appears probable that at

least some members of the Australian Committee are themselves not clear concerning
the attitude of the Committee on specific
issues. This uncertainty has emerged already
in Australia on the question of academic independence, giving rise to apparent cleavages
of opinion within the organisation . It is CO'l1ceivable that th e sponsors of the Congress
branch in Australia have mistaken the standpoint of many of those invited to join , or disregarded it in embracing members for their
prestige value to the organisation. If so, this
would be bound to lead to dissension among
those with differing interpretations of the
ideals indicated by "cultural freedom". On
the issue of academic freedom this is appm'ently the case.
The Executive of the Australian Committee for Cultural Freedom has provoked concern by the release of a statement corr~menting
in authoritative terms on the recent en quiry
into the affairs of the University of Tasmania.
In taking to task the Editor of a journal
published by a subsidiary of the Committee
they object to his description of a university
as "a self-governing community of scholars",
asserting that "No Australian university is
governed by its paid staff". Apart from this
reduction of lecturing and research personnel
to the level of mere "paid staff", the statement
goes on to add that "The presence upon th e
Council of persons not employed by the univ'ersity has been found to be of great value . ..
in placing at the disposal of the university th e
knowledge and ability and active interest of
men and women of wide experience in political, profession al and business affairs".
Although this declaration by the Committee goes on to assert that the issu e of
academic freedom was not raised in the proceedings and report of the Royal Commission
into the University of Tasmania, it miss es the
essential point that the presence of representatives of outside interests on the governing body of a university is in itself a barrier
to academic (or cultural) freedom.
6

This is a question which requires critical
examin ation , and it is not sufficient to point
to the academic status quo as if the existence
of outside control were its own justification.
It appears that in actual fact non-academic
control of the Tasmanian University has not
placed added knowledge and ability "at the
disposal of the university". On th e contrary,
reports indicate that the university was made
to conform to the requirements of a governing Council controlled by a majority frorn
outside the university. Th ere have beel} disturbing consequences. The Professorial Bo~rd
were forced to expunge criticisms cf fhe
Chancellor from their records ; academic
standards were lowered by means of political
coercion; one outspoken staff member was
dismissed and another threatened with -"serious consequences"; the stud ent newspaper
was subjected to pressure from th e Administration in attempts to discover its sources of
information ; misrepresentation was used to
extract information from staff members . .It is
legitimate to regard such activities as encroachments on freedom. In themselves they
should concern those who value the standing
of Australian universities, but the assertion of
the Committee for Cultural Freedom that
there has been "no infringement of academic
freedom in any sense" obscures the issue.
It is encouraging that Professor Stout of
Sydney, himself a member of the C.C.F., has
taken exception to the Executive's statement.
In a letter from Britain he expresses concern
at their view of the situation, pointing out
that in Britain he finds "a wider interpretation
of the term 'academic freedom' than that current in Australia", including "the control of
academic matters by academic persons". This
raises the question of control throughout the
universities, which are an important part of
our national culture. Contentious issues involving their control from without are worthy
of investigation and action by any organisation genuinely devoted to the genenil aim of
"cultural freedom".
WESTERLY

There are, in fact, many anomalies in our
own society which could benefit from the
application of frank and free criticism along
constructive lines. There are also many restrictions on the operation of both criticism
and change. It should be recognised that
without scope for the development, not
merely of passive criticism, but also of social
change "freedom" is merely a word in the
mouth of a politician.
This is why it is -relevant to seek a clear
statement of the aims of an organisation such
as the Congress for Cultural Freedom, whose
title implies the promotion of policies on
which the Australian Committee has taken 110
action and made no statement. Apart from

definition of Us general aims, what -particu.
larly requires clarification is the extent to
which the Congress is a platform for political
crusadin g and th e maintenance of the cold
war. This accusation, which has been made
both here and overseas, gains support from
the nature of the material released by the
C.C .F., -and the general support for a specific
political principle, albeit a negative one.
The allegations of political partisanship
which have been made against the C.C.F.
have not been completely substantiated, but
nor have they b een refuted - or even denied.
.If true, they can only be interpreted as
evidence of intellectual dishonesty - hardly a
good friend to cultural freedom in any form.

is the publication date for the third issue of
WESTERLY. This number will contain articles on
Matth ew Arnold, the Social Democratic Party of
Japan, the Elizabethan Theatre Trust, Ibsen and
Shaw anniversaries, together with the usual stories
and features . Further contr ibution s will be welcomed, .and may be forwarded to the Editor, care
of Arts Union, Univers ity of W . A., up to the 8th
of August.
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Ronald M. Berndt

AN ANTHROPOLOGIST
AT HOME
BOUT .FIFTY ~ea.rs ago, Anthropology
was Just begll1l1lng to emerge as , a
formal discipline. Travellers, missionaries and Government officials returned to
their respective "homelands", armed with
copious notes on the exotic and bizarre customs of "primitive", "savage" and "barbarous"
peoples. Armchair anthropologists huddled
over such material in their Ivory Towers,
busily collating, synthesizing, and turning
out volumes on cultural origins and comparisons, in terms of diffusion and so on. In
those days Anthropology had prestige, and its
votaries basked in its reflected glory. This
was the romantic age of Anthropology, which
extended well into the 1920's, punctuated
with such works as Frazer's Golden Bough,
Peter Schmidt's D el' UrsjJ1'Ung del Gott esid ee, Bachofen's Das Mutt en echt, Crawley's Mystic Rose, Perry's Children of th e
Sun, Westermarck's Short History of A!Jarliage, Durkheim's Form es Elem entaires de
la Vi e R eligieuse, and many others. The
glamour of far places and strange customs
enveloped those who went out into the
"wilds" to investigate for themselves, in a

A

Dr. R. M . Be rndt, M.A. (Syd.), Ph.D. (London), Dip. Anthrop . (Syd .), holds the position of Senior L ecturer in Anthropology in the University of W este rn Australia. Apa rt
from contributions to various anthropological journals, he has
publishe d "Kunapipi", "Dinnggawul" and (in conjunction with
his wife) "From Black to White in South Australia" and
"The First Australians", etc .
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more objective and systematic way - men
like i\/Ialinowski, Haddon, Kroeber, Seligmann, Thurnwald, Boas, and RadcliffeBrown. Such men were to become the Ancestral Heroes of this discipline; but as more
anthropological fieldworkers appeared on the
scene, work of this kind became commonplace, and prestige tended to diminish. Even
so, a little of it still remains. There is a
feeling among some people, in our society,
that an anthropologist is or should be
possessed of certain knowledge over and
above what is ordinarily attained through
the cOllventional channels of learning. He
has lived and worked in cultures and with
people dissimilar to his own, but, more than
this, he has tried to look at the world through
their own eyes and minds. This in itself is
enough to set him apart, not so much as a
deviant (although he may be labelled as
such) but as a pundit. On the other hand,
the attitudes adopted toward him may be
quite the opposite of this.
Here I intend to discuss rather briefly
attitudes concerning Anthropology and anthropologists held by people belonging to
our own society and culture.
Anthropology isa very broad term, embracing ethnography, ethnology, social and
cultural anthropology, physical anthropology
WESTERLY

and archaeology; but here my emphasis is
Social Anthropology. Partly because of
the interests of the Armchair anthropologists,
and partly because there was no other discipline dealing with this particular subject
matter, Anthropology tended to concentrate
at first on th e study of non-literate peoples,
non -European, not belonging to technologically complex societies. The emphasis was on
remoteness in time and space, on behaviour
and ideas strikingly dissimilar to those th e
investigator would find at home. The people
in question were usually politically dependent, with little or no voice in wider international affairs. Where the general public
was aware of Anthropology at all, then , it
associated th e term with "primitive" or
"stone-age" savages, outside the main stream
of civilized contemporary life.
vVestern
European society was considered to be the
most highly developed, in the vanguard of .
progress . Against this standard all others
were . meas ured, and classified according to
th eir so-called "stages of development". Anthropology in those days did little to discourage this type of evaluative approach,
and it is 0I11y in recent years that a different
viewpoint has gradually been adopted.
This came about when Anthropology
began to extend its fi eld of study to include
all human societies. But although social anthropologists have been changing their tactics and firming up their whole approach to
problems of society and culture, only a fraction of this has filtered through to the general
public. Mostly it has remained faithful to
the old view, and is relatively consistent in
regarding all other cultures and societies as
inferior - or at best, in tolerating some
aspects of them as quaint and bizarre. This
attitude is, after all, nothing new. It is
common enough to find a group of nonliterate people referring to their neighbours
over the border as savages or cannibals; and
many tribal names may be translated as
"man" or "human being", identifying the
0'11
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members of that particular unit in contrast
to all others. This way of regarding "other
people" is essentially much the same everywhere, although in certain situations it may
be modified. It is possible that education
leads to greater tolerance, in the sense of
widening horizons, identifying an increasingly broader range of persons as human
bein gs on equal terms with oneself; but intellectual considerations do not necessarily
infiuence attitudes of this kind, which rest
on basic asumptiOl~s derived from cultural
experience, with a strong emotional tone.
Fuller acquaintance with or knowledge of
other cultures does not lead inevitably to
tolerance. This is particularly true in the
fi eld of religion, but it applies to other areas
of belief and behaviour as well.
With the growth of technological skills
in our society, and with the dominant emphasis on aspects of material culture, there
is a tendency to down-grade those groups
which have had '110 opportunity ' (whether or
not th ey would have had the inclination to
do so) to produce an atomic explosion, or
consider at the least rather unimaginative
and dull those who do not know the intricacies of the business cycle, or share in the cult
of th e machine. It is (to exaggerate a little)
the old question of rifles versus bow and
arrows, the dilly bag versus the brief case,
the nylon fur coat versus the shredded bark
skirt or pubic tassel, the cigarette lighter
versus the twirling sticks for fire-making ....
At th e other extreme, of course, are the
pessimists who would like to reject the whole
business, all the overwhelming complexity of
our culture, and get back to the simple life.
Rousseau's "noble savage" still serves moi'e
or less as a stereotype here, though a little
blurred at the edges these days.
vVe need not go into this question in any
detail. But the attitudes of tech1wlogically
powerful peoples toward others without
these apparent advantages have influenced
the way (or ways) in which anthropologists
9

ate regarded. For instance, on the assump-'
tion that the groups with which he deals are
relatively simple, these are considered an
easy proposition for anyone to study. The
anthropologist, according to this view, is a
dabbler, who needs no previous training for
his work. As a corollary to this, there is the
common idea that people, just by virtue of
being human, have already a fund of intuition and personal experience which equips
them more or less adequately to understand
and to study other human beings without
further training. Australia, like other countries, has produced a numbe): of amateurs.
They exist, quite often, simply because of
popular demand and because so few professional anthropologists have been available
here. Because their efforts are apparently
validated by public acclamation and professional scarcity, they continue to operate, often
under the title of anthropologist. A group of
professional anthropologists (a branch of the
British AssoCiation of Social Anthropologists)
has recently been established here - but this
is likely to have little effect on the notion of
what an anthropologist is and does.
The Press, the radio, and occasional films
dealing with Australian Aborigines or other
native peoples, play an important part in
guiding and reinforcing public opinion on a
whole range of problems relevant to our discussion, highlighting as they do some of the
more spectacular activities in which anthropologists engage. Inevitably, distortion and
sentimentality and often quite violent prejudice of one kind or another, make their
appearance. At this level, and speaking
generally (as I must do here), an anthropologist is primarily a person who has something
to do with native peoples: more often than
not he is concerned with "impractical" problems or subjects - the recording of a "primitive" culture, searching for origins, discovering queer customs, and collecting exotic
objects and so on.
Public opinion in this respect is not uni10

form, and there is much variation. I must
add, too, that many people trained professionally in other disciplines have taken an
interest, either spasmodic or consistent, in
other peoples, or have concentrated specifically on some particular group. This is true
where medical men, psychologists, historians,
zoologists, geographers and so on are concerned. But to the anthropologist, concerned
primarily with anthropological problems, they
must remain amateurs. \iVhere their own
discipline impinges on that of Anthropology,
where interdisciplinary projects are concel'ned, this is entirely another matter.
Although the Press has been responsible,
anthropologically speaking, for much inacciU'acy, and has directly helped to consolidate
the kinds of attitude I have mentioned, it has
on occasion proved a useful and enlightening
medium. This brings up the rather delicate
problem of 'populatizing Anthropology'.
Possibly quite a good argument could be put
forward for this; but the direction it should
take, and the lines alon g which it should
proceed, are controversial. It would be of
definite value if the aims and scope of Anthropology were to be made more widely
known : but as for popularizing the actual
subject matter, in a way which emphasizes
the spectacular or the "different", this is quite
another consideration. I have commented
already on the suggestion that growing acquaintance with a way of life different to
one's own automatically leads one along the
path of mutual tolerance and agreement. For
this to become an actuality, it must be a reciprocal arrangement, a two-way process. In
this context Anthropology and Sociology, as
disciplines, hold the key, or one of the keys,
to inter-group or inter-national "understanding". The cross-cultural, comparative perspective, of Social Anthropology has been basic
to its development in both research and
theory.
However, although dozens of anthropological-sociological volumes are published
WESTERLY

every year in Great Britain, U.S.A., Europe
and elsewhere, only a few find their way to
the shelves of the "average" home. A recent
comment made to me, when I mentioned that
a few of my anthropological books were damaged by water on their way over from Sydney, was "They'll be less dry to read!" Most
anthropologists still blench at the thought of
producing a "pot boiler", although many
recognize the need for presenting their findings in a succinct and easily readable form.
(If they could be safely protected from th e
sneers of their colleagues, by anonymity or
a nom-de-plume, they might be less reluctant.) But this prejudice has most likely led
to the tendency in some professional circles
to down-grade th e semi-popular writings of
Margaret Mead: for through her Coming of
Age in Sam oa, Growing Up in N ew Guin ea,
and Mal e and Female her name has become

almost a household word. Other volumes have
also come the way of the general reader: for
instance, Ruth Benedict's Patt erns of Culture,
Firth's H uman T y jJes, Kluckhohn's Mirror for
Man, and the rather unexciting but much
publicized Kinsey reports. And if a prospective buyer is lucky, in at least one Australasian city, Malinowski's S exual Life of Savages
may be offered "under the counter". On the
whole, many anthropological books do get
around, making their impact, but with what
results we cannot as yet be certain.
It is clear, however, that in the past decade or so at least there has been a growing
awareness of Anthropology, and some conception of its subject matter. This ranges
from the ill-informed, on the borders of in "
difference, to the relatively "enlightened";
but for the most part it is unsystematized and
uncontrolled, and the vital issues that concern man y anthropologists are usually not
appreciated - not because they can't be comprehended, but because the opportunity to do
so has not been available. Anthropologists
are partly but not solely to blame, since
greater publicity is usually given to the mote
WESTERLY

striking or entertaining features of their research rather than to the more serious pr'oblems which tend to be labelled "dull" and
unexciting. Since amateur anthropologists
are likely to steal the limelight here, it is
from them that readers often obtain their
impression of "what anthropologists do".
The stereotype of "an anthropologist" is
not consistent or uniform . At one extreme is
the impractical romantic figure, usually (if
male) sporting a long beard, emaciated
through constant travelling in outlandish
places, odd diet, and gen eral hardship, preoccupied with obscure customs and beliefs,
divorced from the reality of everyday life.
He is a "witch doctor" sorl of person - tolerated up to a point, consulted on occasion and
especially in dire emergencies, and expected
to supply answers "out of the blue." At the
other extreme is th e practical down-to-earth
person, who can be relied on not to stray too
far from the conventional path. He takes
cross-cultural adventures in his stride, not allowing them to interfere with his own social
relations at home: a sensibl e, well-balanced
fellow, with no romantie sentimental non sense about him.
There are other members of our society
who come more or less directly in to contact
with non-European peoples - Administrative
officials, teachers and missionaries, employers ,
and employees on a pastoral station , and so
on. The attitudes of most of these people
concerning non-Europeans are more sharpl y
defined than in the case of those who have
no such immediate personal contact; and because they usu ally have more to do with
anthropologists their ideas about them are
more decided. They are naturally influenced
by their own personal experiences, and since
there is no personality type which can be
labelled typically "anthropological," their
views must vary considerably.
In New Guinea, especially, there is a fair
amount of co-operation between Native Affairs officials and visiti ng anthropologists.
11

There is, within certain limits, a tradition of
interchange of opinion and mutual aid between them. This grew out of the active interest of Sir Hubert Murray, leading to the
appointment of Government anthropologists
like E. W. P. Chinnery and the late F. E.
Williams (and more recently, of Julius). Further, the D epartment of Anthropology, University of Sydney, for some time gave courses
in general Anthropology to New Guinea and
Papuan as well as Northern Territory Administrative officers; and out of A.N.G.A.U.
came the School of Pacific Administration.
The Sydney D epartment has, over the years,
retained informal ties with various Government departments; and various anthropologists have played their part in advising on
general and specific points of native policy.
This kind of relationship b etween Anthropology and Administration has its counterpart in other areas of the Pacific (e.g., the
South Pacific Commission; the National Research Council 6f Washington, and so on), in
Africa (e.g., the Colonial Office, and the International African Institution), in the United
States (e.g., the Bureau of Indian Affairs), and
so on. The School of Pacific Studies at the
Australian National University and the recently established Anthropology Section in
this University are developing similar links
with Government departments .
In this kind of situation, then, there is
likely to be a clearer assessment of what
Anthropology is, and what anthropologists are
trying to achieve. Nevertheless, an anthropologist may be accused of being unrealistic,
too much interested in traditional cultures
and not sufficiently in the vital is~ues of social
and cultural change, or being too wary of
presenting and implementing recommendations. On the other hand, he may be accused
of "interference" in affairs which are properly
the cOl~cern of the Administration. Here we
are brought up against a controversial issue
for antl1ropologists, and one of the most difficult to resolve. The implementing of change
12

(or even giving advice on this aspect), involving deliberate alteration in the way of life of
another group of people, calls for evaluation
and the passing of judgments; and we are
undecided on our right to do this . Government officials may become impatient of anthropologists who insist on detailed research
into specific problems before being willing to
offer possible solutions or explanations, because they try to evade the clear-cut answer
(through lack of sufficient empirical material
or testing).
On the whole, at one end of the range
Administrative officials have some appreciation of Anthropology and anthropologistsalthough there is always the official who by
virtue of his own partial training in Anthropology, or his long experience in a particular
area, resents professional anthropologists and
is under the impression that he can do the
job just as well or even better. At the other
end of the range there are those who consider
that anthropological research of any sort is
diametrically opposed to their own work. In
this view anthropologists are often an unnecessary nuisance, only too ready to criticize
destructively, to be superior about th e whole
business of dealing with native peoples, and
to side with "the natives" as against "the
whites". There are some grounds for this attitude, for commonly in th e past, although less
frequently to-day, anthropologists have been
forced into the position of taking sides, of
becoming emotionally involved in their fieldwork situation and tending to identify fairly
strongly with the people who have become
their friends. In Aboriginal Australia, for instance, it is only in relatively recent years that
native policy has become more humanitarian
and liberal in its approach; and in the face of
what appeared to him obvious injustice or the
condoning of maltreatment, the anthropologist, as a person, often felt he had little choice
in the matter. But in attempting to remedy
this state of affairs, he tended to become involved in conflicts which were often fruitless
WESTERLY

for himself and for the Aborigines concerned.
. The position is rather different where employers of native labour are concerned. I am
thinking specifically of certain pastoral stations in the Northern Territory where my wife
and I were at one time engaged as anthropologists to advise on matters relating to
native welfare. The treatment of Aborigines
varied considerably from one station to
another, but was generally indifferent. However, the pastoral firm which employed us
was relatively enlightened, since although its
directors required tangible results, and hoped
at the same time to cushion the investigations
of Administrative officials, most others would
hardly touch an anthropologist with a fortyfoot pole ! The idea has gol about that anthropologists are looking for contraventions of
existing Native Regulations, are ready to
stand by the natives, and are far too critical.
In Australia and New Guinea such employers
are obliged to "play ball" with officers of Departments of Native 'Welfare and Affairs, but
no ~omparable pressure can ordinarily be
brought to bear where anthropologists are
concerned. Nevertheless there are tolerant,
just and fair-minded employers of native
labour, with a real interest in those who work
for them. In some cases this is charged with
sentimentality, but in others it represents a
genuin e interest and attempt at understanding and helping: and th eir attitudes toward
anthropologists vary accordingly.
This is the case, too, as regards missionaries. From my personal experience of Mission organizations and personnel in Australia
and New Guinea, I know that some are much
more tolerant than others of anthropologists
and anthropological research. It would be
undiplomatic to mention names in this connection, since their effect on anthropological
work carried out in th eir sphere of influence
can be quite crucial. Others, however, are
more discouraging to deal with. Identifying
Christianity with Europeanization, they usu- '
ally seek to superimpose on people within
WESTERLY

their orbit a different way of living, different
values, and a different range of material objects. Believing as they do in the absolute
goodness of a particular way of life, with
decided and rigid views on morality, particularly sexual morality, th eir interest in traditionally oriented native societies must be
highly subjective. Well-meaning as they may
be, their approach is very different from that
of most anthropologists. An anthropologist
studies social and cultural change among nonliterate peoples, as he does among others, in
an attempt to explain social · and cultural
phenomena; western European-type society is
viewed as one form of human organization,
within a wide range of possible and actual
forms, Christianity as one form of religion.
In some cases, then, this type of missionary feels distrustful of the anthropologist,
finding his orientation uncongenial. He may
even accuse him of stirring up aspects of traditional life, ceremonies for instance, which
the missionary considers would be better
eradicated, or aspects of kin relationship and
marriage preferences and so on, on the
grounds that merely by studyin g them and
showing an interest in them he is encouraging
or reviving them. Further, there is the ques-'
tion of the use to which a missionary might
put anthropological works dealing with his
particular area. This is a general problem,
which concerns the publication of data about
people who might not care to see frank statements about themselves in print. But in some
situations it has added significance, where
certain kinds of information, or certain kinds
of object, are regarded as the exclusive propetty of one section of the community - adult
men, for example, as in Aboriginal Austi·alia.
An unscrupulous person who is given access
to research material, especially if he wants to
undermine the authority of the men in that
community, can cause quite a lot of unrest
and ill-feeling by revealing such information,
or showing such objects, to those who in local
terms are not authorized to hear about or see
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them. Fortunately, this type of what can only
be called breach of confidence is not common, but it is sufficiently so to make some
anthropologists doubtful whether they should
in fact publish, or even circulate in a limited
way, data which could be put to this kind of
use.
The whole questioll of missionary attitudes toward anthropologists and their work
is a vital one, since in some areas they virtually "control" the situation. An anthropologist
can rarely carry out field work (in a nonliterate society at least) without coming into
fairly close contact with such people or their
native representatives . At the same time I
should say, returning to my previous remarks
about co-operative and liberal missionaries
with a lon g-range view, that Mission bodies
of some denominations send their prospective
workers to a University (usually Sydney) for
anthropological training. l'vloreover, in both
Australia and New Guinea missionary contributio'J1S to Anthropology (particularly in the
fi elds of ethnography and ethnology) have
been noteworthy. (For example, witness the
publications of the Anthropos Institute in
Switzerland , and the articles by missionaries
scattered through the journals O ceania,
A fri ca, America n Anthropologist and Journal
of th e Anth ro pological I nstitute. ) Obliquely,
Anthropology in its development as a discipline owes a considerable debt to missionary
enterprise. Nevertheless, some Missions are
still antagonistic to anthropological work, and
to anthropologists. One \lission station , west
of Oodnadatta in the i'vlusgrave Ranges , has
considered it expedient to close its gates not
only to anthropologists but to scientific research generally, and in this it seems to have
received support from the South Australian
Aboriginal Protection Board . But this is exceptional.
The title of this article is 'An Anthropologist 8t Home', referring in general, rather impressionistic, terms to th e way in which he is
regarded by his fellows in his own society.
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But perhaps I have been evading its implica-tions. Wh ere is he actually at home ? Is he
in fact "at home" in his own society, having
over the years been subjected to crosscultural influences and exp erience, and
trained as he is to view his own culture in
relatively objective fashion , comparing it
against oth ers with which he is acqu ainted
p ersonally or through reading? 1 shall continue to evade the issue, 011 the grounds of
th e brevity of this paper; but it is a n entirely
relevant question, and just as important as
those I have considered. Th ere is a conflict
of ideals involved h ere. On on e hand, an
anthropologist should conventionally be "at
home" in his own society. If for no other
reason , there is the question of his being
anchored occupationally, usuall y in some
academic institution. Without financial aid he
could (as a rule) undertake no work. It is
obvious, th en, that his commitments must
ordinarily b e derived from his own society
and that he must have more th an nominal
ties with it. H e is committed to teaching the
results of his research and hi s exp eri ence, and
encouraging th e interest of students ; and the
content and implications of his subject necessarily have meaning in practical terms not
only to academic life in general but to the
wider community. For all this to proceed
smoothly, h e must find th e values of his own
culture (or sub.:culture) relatively congenial,
and conform sufficiently well to the norms of
his social environment to avoid being partly
or even wholly rejected by his co-m embers.
On the other ha'od, an anthropologist
should ideally feel "at hom e" in a fieldwork
situation, in some society other than his own.
This goal is so important that much of our
training in field techniqu es and methodology
is oriented toward achieving it in some degree. It is not taken to mean complete and
continual identification, to the exclusion of all
other social and cultural units , because this
would affect the cross-cultural perspective
which is basic to Anthropology; but if his
WESTERLY

work is to be successful his identification must
be more than nominal, at least for the duration of that particular piece of research . If
he wants to und erstand and expl ain that
specific situation, he must know his way
about in it, be on more th an formal terms
"vith th e local people, become to some extent
absorbed in th eir interests and activiti es - in
short, he must be "at home" in it.
. 'This conflict of ideals may have far-reaching effects on his personality (although that
statement has sometim es been turned the
other way round , throwing th e onus on to th e
anthropologist himself: why did he become
an anthropologist in th e first place, anyway ?
Does it take a special "type" of person to
adopt Anthropology as a profession ?). But
it means merely that he has two basic roles
to play. He may be juggling with varying
values, but if he is a "good" anthropologist
this should present no difficulty or handi cap
in his interpersonal relations , wh erever he
finds himself. Th ere ar e anthropologists who
say that experience i'n differing societies and
cultures helps them better to appreciate and
enjoy their own, just as there are others who
take a contrary stand. But whatever prejudices they retain, in ideal terms th ey should
be so adaptable that th ey, far more than non anthropologists, are "at home" in a wide range
of cultural environments,
If I were following the qu estions raised in
this paper to their proper co:nclusion, I would
have to deal with opinions about anthropologists held by th e people with whom they
work, on the one hand, and by their colleagues and students in th e academic sphere,
on the other. I would also have to bring in
comments, general and specific, by anthropologists about anthropologists, Unfortunately, I cannot treat the matter so thoroughly
here.
In conclusion, I want to say a few words
concerning our field of study. I have purposely emphasized the anthropologist's role
as ' a ' fi eldworker in soCieties differing from
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his own. In fact, my comments on the attitudes and opini0l1s held about him have been
oriented along those lines, Although nonliterate societies, or societi es which have developed around different values and norms,
are still the traditional interest of social anthropologists, more and more (in view of th eir
cross-cultural perspective) they are comin g to
work also in their own. Th ey feel that it is
necessary not only to have experience in
simpler, less complex, or markedly differin g
cultures, but also to test out th eir gen eralizations in th e more technologically complex
industrialized communities to which most of
them belong; and this has become an important part of their work. Th eir bein g "at
home" in th e wider sense I have mentioned
becomes therefore doubly significant.
Th e growth of such an interest in their
own society, along with others, must inevitably lead to a chan ge of attitudes about social
anthropologists (or as th ey choose to call
th emselves in some cases, sociologists), This
is most likely to come about through the recognition that Social Anthropology-Sociology
is not' interested only in "other people", or in
general principles (which can seem rath er
remotc and irnpersonal to those who prefer
to have spelt out for th em, in direct and
practical terms, just how such principles are
relevant to th emselves), but that it has a
decisive part to play in community life and
planning. Perhaps the anthropologist, then,
will come to be regarded as just another
expert (or would-be expert), substituting for
his lost glamour a greater degree of respectability. Whil e he lays claim to the titl e of
anthropologist he must retain his comparative, cross-cultural perspective; but as he
turns his attention more systematically to the
units of which he himself is a member, even
the so-called "deviant" may be able to establish better-rounded and less equivocal Tela"
tions with his fellows , and by this means to
feel even more "at home" in his own social
and cultural environment.
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K. C. Paramanandam

OF HUMAN
INFATUATION
h AI ORE

OFTEN than not I have been
warned to take human nature as I
find it, smiling when it is absurd, and
grieved without exaggeration when it is pitiful. One begins to wonder how far this will
be true.
I shall try to portray a character at a
particular time and situation, and I leave it
to the reader to make his own judgement.
Rajan has spent four years in Australia.
He studies hard; but not very often. Visiting th e library is his routine work. Often hc
thinks over nothing; over the nothingness of
life.
H e makes a painful nostalgic journey into
his solitary past and sees himself sauntering
along streets of his cherished village.
His colourful bungalow, standing majestically on a hill towering above the rubber trees,
overlooks the little bridge. The bridge leads
to Mr. McBride's mansion which is about a
mile from his home. It is ri ght in the interior
of the forest. From the roof of his bungalow
Rajan sees the mansion. Without the hurricane lamp the railway station looks haunted
at night. Right on the slope of th e hill, just
by the side of the road that leads to his house
is a temple at the foot of a huge tree. A stone
constitutes the temple. His mother would say,
"Rajan, when you pass the temple you must
think of Him." "Yes, mother." But when
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Hajan passes the stone he always suffers from
a pain which is inexplicabl e.
"Rajan."
"Yes, father."
"When you play with the European boys
you must wear clean trousers , clean shirts.
You must comb your hair properl y."
"Yes, father."
That little bridge is of sentimental importance to Rajan. It is here where the East
and the "Vest meet in the most natural circumstances. And yet sometimes there is the
clash of culture which is not within one's
control. Cultlue is a mask th at we are told
to wear when we are youn g. A mask that
gives an individuality to the wearer. It gives
a meaning to existence. Does it ?
It is near the bridge where Rajan used
to play with young John McBride. What a
character was J olm !
"Daddy does not like me to mix with
you."
"What ?"
"Mum says my clothes get dirty when I
play with you."
J olm used to wear very clean trousers,
clean shirts, clean shoes.
But Rajan drags him right underneath the
bridge to catch gleaming black fish. But
sometimes John would shout,
"Heeeeeeho! Snake. Big. Hu ge. Cobra."
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Yes, the cobra was also hunting for fish.
It was hungry.
"Don't shout, John," Rajan would whisper,
"the cobra would stand on its tail, spread its
head and challenge us ."
"Let's go up."
Th ey both go arm in ann.
"Raj an, my shoes are wet."
"That's 'all right."
"Mum would scold me, Rajan."
"Do you know, John ?"
"What ?"
"Mother says this place is haunted."
"Haunted!" J aIm jumps to his feet.
"Yes, it is full of devils," says Rajan.
"Let's go, Rajan."
Ml'. McBride appears in his car on his
way home from field work. He stops.
"Get in, John."
Rajan walks to his hom e.
How long would this painful nostalgi a
linger in Rajan's mind ?
His room nauseates him. He runs to the
library.
Rajan's room. It is like a cubicle in his
crowded East, reeks; reeks with nicotine. Its
walls are painted in brown, yellow and blue.
A portion of it is coloured with the glamour
of centuries; it stinks with the wisdom of
ages.
Wisdom haunts him. It frightens him.
It makes him think. When he thinks, the
reality of his existence horrifies him. He
craves to run away from his room . He can't.
It is part of a whole. H e is part of a whole,
a world within a world. He loves the whole.
It is full of shades. Brown, white, black and
tan mingle like many-coloured roses. But he
runs away from his room. He runs into his
friends. Runs to his friends . They keep
quiet. "He is a queer fellow". He keeps
quiet. He runs away. He walks. Everything looks dark, cold and chilly. Everything
is uncertain. He runs to the library. He runs
into wisdom again. He sees people. He sees
his friends. Rajan loves them . He loves
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running into them. He loves running to
them.
He walks slowly in the library. A girl is
smiling. It is a rose bud opening; opening
its petals. Its red petals. He can't smile.
He is cold. Cold to nature. He shivers and
walks slowly. He senses a girl passing by.
He feels her muffled steps in his blood. He
sees many buds. They are buds of human
love. He waits . He waits to see them
blossoming. Blossoming with colour. Colour,
vivid colour - vivid emotions. Colours of
emotions.
He sits down to work. He sets his mind
on another mind. His eyes are peering into
the past. Out of the past emerges a seraphic
smile. She dances to the rhythm of his pulse.
She stops. She asks him why he is sad. He
keeps quiet . She graces him with her soft
fingers. Tears begin to fall from his eyes .
He holds her gently around her virgin hip.
He crowds her face. Dries her wet lips. He
butchers her innocence. Strangles her beauty.
She cries in the fury of ecstasy. She fades,
fades into the clouds of the past. Rajan turns
the pages. He shivers. Suffers from the
pangs of unrequited love. He sets his mind
to challenge a mind again. Defeated . Rises
up. Runs away from the past into the present, into bright sunshine.
Rajan looks beyond Whitfeld. He puffs
his feelings in circles. He loves to see them
flying . He can't. The past lingers in the
present. It vibrates. Keats vibrates. The
soul of Adonais, Shelley and his D eath wander
in the dark forest of his heart. Rajan suffers
from the agony of his soul. Emotions stored
in the chamber of emotions unfold before
him. They unfold to the laughter of isolation. V/isdom is fire. Science must burn his
frustrations. He loves to live in the future.
He is helpless . There is no music, no metre,
no harmony in his life. He is sport for a
malignant .creation.
There is an image in his mind, it haunts
his mind. It smuggles into his mind at nights .
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It k~eps him sleepless. He loves to sleep at
nights. He can't. The image knocks him
from within. It hits him. Oh, he can't
break this image. He can't. It is the image
of his love. A love that knows no form.
It takes form in the clash of unconscious
forces. Rajan sees his love in the face of a
formless creature. He adores her. This
formless creature needs form. Her soul is
his soul. Two souls. Same shades or different shades. One world. Two souls mingling to one. One - world. A world rising
above pain and pleasure, happiness and sorrow, t ears and laughter. . Rising above himalayan heights . It is a world of love. A sublime world.
Rajan watches th e clock. H e looks at it.
He has done this for weeks and months. The
clock strike's five. He must go back to his
books .
He is about to go. He hears a thin voice,
a melody breaking the silence of his world.
"Hullo, Rajan, how are you ?"
It was as sweet and as glamorous as the
nightingale of Keats. There is melancholy
in it unknown to th e outside world.
"Not bad", came his reply.
She was a candle in the dark room of his
mind. Rajan knew the candle would soon
melt away, melt and fade. The room becoming dark again.
She was slender, glowing \-vith love and
loveliness. H er white skirt, her cream-coloured
blouse and her soft neck scarfed with beauty
were blossoming like the foams in th e placid
sea. Rajan was overwhelmed with her
voice. He craved to listen to her. He was
calm. She talked. Her twinklin g eyes were
lightning flashes in the chill dark forest of
man's isolation. He knew the candlelight
would soon fade.
She was on her way to attend a lecture.
Rajan loved to hear her. He loved only to
hear her. She was music to him. Music
changing his sordid life into a symphony. He
loves symphony. It soothes his soul. Rajan
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10v'es to surrender his individuality at the
sparkling altar of Art.
Suddenly, the music takes him back to
his own world.
"You haunt this place", she said.
He felt like the whipped shoulder of a
convict. It hit him. The East and the West
drift apart. Two worlds collide, when two
beings depart.
She left him with "good-bye".
He watched her movements and felt her
wooing steps in his blood. His eyes were
filled with colour, rippling in th e stream of
beauty. He struggled in vain to kiss the
rippling foams .
Rajan's eyes are deceivin g him. No. Rajan
is deceiving his eyes. H e rubs th em with his
cold fingers . H e struggles to conceal them.
He can't. vVhat should happen must happen.
Tears are inevitable - so is lau ghter.
Rajan was still leaning agai11St the pillar,
thinking over nothing.
Beyond Whitfeld, over th e Council rooms,
the trees were brooding like old ladies in the
Home of Peace. The serene vVestern evening, watched by the sky above the horizon ,
walked into the haunting night.
Rajan stood there looking beyond the
bleeding sky. His eyes were searching for
the heart of eternity.I who was observing Rajan all this time
joined with Elizabeth and her boyfriend
Arnold to have a chit-chat with him.
"Good day, Rajan ," said Arnold.
"Good clay."
"How are you, Rajan ?" exclaimed Elizabeth.
"Not bad."
"It's lovely weather, isn't it ?" asked Elizabeth. "Yes. Serene," replied Rajan.
Rajan dipped his hand in his pocket and
came out with something in a hurry.
"What do you think of this story, Liz?"
Elizabeth was a good student in English.
She had scored good marks in English examinations.
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Elizabeth ran through the story and made
some stimulating comments about its hero.
"He suffers from acute frustration, leadin g towards insanity."
Elizabeth was a psychologist.
And Arnold,
"Gee. H e's pretty crooked all right. He
doesn't fit in our society. Not practical,
wouldn't like to meet him in life."
"By th e way, Arnold , we'll b e late for th e
Dinner."
"Yes, darling."
She threw her arms around his waist.
Held it firmly. His hands were sheltering
her snow-white shoulders.

Chorus "Good night, Rajan."
"Good night," a murmur.
Rajan watched Elizabeth. H er soft hands
were still around Arnold's waist. It was the
firm grip of exciting love.
Rajan was happy when he saw this rapture of human love, this bud of exquisite
feminin e sensibility suddenly blossomin g to
th e music of insanity. H e looked fr esh, more
youthful. He was overwhelmed with something infinite, in explicable. Th e soul of man
and th e soul of art unite to exp erience, in
th e flash of a second, the On eness of th e
Universe.

•

•

•

sic!

SHOCKING
"Having attended th e opening meet of th e W.A. Hunt Club at th e kennels a short time
ago, I was shocked to see so many badly turned out rid ers and horses. It is tim e th e memb ers
of the club made an effort to dress correctly, put nosebands on th eir bridles and plait th eir
horses' manes ."- Letter in Th e 'Ves t A llstraUan.
HOPEFUL
"I kn ow W eekelld Mail readers appreciate funny stories, so her'?'s ({. short one to go on
with. This w eek my husband and I found a 'saue' sta/'li/J on the bach of ollr pension cheqlle."
- Age pensioner writing to the Vleekend Mail.
BIG BROTHER . ...
"Mascot Airport's rebuilt overseas terminal has a room from which Commonwealth
security officers ca n watch new arrivals - without being seen."- Item in th e Daily N e ws.

EARTH -SHATTERING!
"Although few peo ple realise it, Friday was a red-letter day in N.S . 'V ales. Biscuits and
toothpaste were released from '/lI'ice-control f" - Comment in The Bulletin.
4,999,999 AND SIR CHARLES ?
"World population increased by 80,000 every 24 homs, and if this continu ed without
limitation there would be standing room, only in 2,000 'years, Sir Charles Darwin said . . ,
Nothin g could be don'e Lo r edu ce this number short of hydrogen wa rfare. OrdinarY. wars
would be of little use. We should cou nt it as a really bad war if 5,000,000 were killed this wou ld merely set things back for about three months." - Th e vFest AllstmUan repolting
a meeti,n g at the University of W .A.
ANIMAL ANTICS ·
"I teas fascinated btl reports that a group is being fanned to promote intellectual freedom. This mther seem s to m e like letting the lions out of the cages j,n the SOllth Perth Zoo:: ·
- Letter in the \Vest Australian.
Contributions are sought for this column.
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Please forward orig inal clippings .
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D. E. Hutchison

SYDNEY UNIVERSITY CHAIR
OF AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE

YDNEY UNIVERSITY has decided to
establish a Chair of Australian Literature, and has launched an appeal to endow the Chair. This proposal is sure to be
controversial. There are those who will say
that there is no Australian Literature (though
surely they are now a minority); and there
are those who will say that even if there is
a recognisable body of Literature uniquely
Australian it should be studied within the
English Department of the University. There
can be no one answer to the latter argument, because it may be expounded by those
who have a passionate belief in the quality
of Australian writing just as much as by
those of the prejudiced minority who deny
its existence. Your opinion on this question
may be as valuable as any other's, but no
opinion can be declared the right one unequivocally.
Whether you like the proposal or not, it
is certain that a Chair of Australian Literature will be established, so we must consider
what benefits, if any, may arise from its establishment.

S

The author, who is a member and fann e r Vice-President ot
t he Fellowship of Australian Write rs is proceeding to a
degree in Arts, having completed a degree course in Engineering, at the University of W .A.
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In passing, it may be well to remember
that, with the exception of Canberra University College, no Australian University has so
far don e more than pay lip-service to the idea
of studying Australian literature vvithin or
without the normal English curricula. The
establishment of the new Chair may be partly
a reaction to this almost total neglect.
The value of the Chair in the future will
depend very much upon the quality and personality of the first occupier. He - or she will determine the aim and the standards of
the studies within its sphere for many years
to come - for good or ill. Let us hope that
the first Professor will combine, with the
necessary qualifications and integrity, the
spirit of genuine delight in literature. Too
much academic study of literature becomes
carping and too technically critical, devoid
of the mainspring of literature - creative delight.
It is obvious that the establishment of a
Chair of Australian Literature will not result
in a sudden flowering of new writing. The
purpose of such a chair is not primarily the
encouragement of new writing, but the study
of existing literature. This may be too obvious to mention, but we have, as a nation,
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an inherent and naive faith in the solution
of our problems by the creation of new officials. The proper body for the encouragement of writing is the Commonwealth Literary Fund. Many of us are inclined to expect
too much of the Fund. It may be better
for Australian literature - though hard on
individual writers - if more were left to the
hard and bitter struggle to gain recognition
than to desire a too easy path . This is the
personal conviction of one who knows the
d i ffi cu I ties,
Moreover, it is probably true that creative
genius will be stultified rather than otherwise
by the regimen of academic study,
The main purpose of the Chair will be to
raise the standards of criticism and of taste.
Again it should be stressed that criticism
should not be too much directed towards
technical dissection, but towards the enlargement of delight.
In this field , depending upon the quality
of the professor, there may be tremendous
progress, slow at first, but eventually accelerating. Indirectly this improvement in the
literary "climate" of Australia may well raise
th e standards of writing - particularly in the
craft rather than in the content of writing.
It is tru e that Australian Literature is a

tributary of the great stream of English Literature. No one need fear that anyone with
the qualifications for the professorship will
be so chauvinist as to neglect this. But it
seems likely that the more particular study
of Australian Literature will, in the long run,
strengthen it as a tributary of the main
stream.
Certainly recognition academically of the
particular qualities of Australian Literature,
those qualities which give it a special place
in the whole body of English Literature, has
been delayed too long. American Literature
has won this recognition, and there is no
reason why the British Dominions should not
win similar recognition for the expression
through Literature of their nation-hood. As
the granting of Dominion status strengthened
the Commonwealth politically, the recognition of new, modified cultures within the
main framework of British culture should
improve and strengthen the whole.
Greater recognition within the Commonwealth of Nations should be followed quickly
by greater world-wide recognition of Australian Literature. That will be surely an advance.
In sum, the Appeal to endow the Chair
is worthy of our support.

CORRECTION
We regret an unfortunate omission which occurred in a letter from Mr. Collin Coates,
which was published in Wes terly No.1, 1956, In the second last paragraph on page 46 is
th e comment "but th ey would be pathological cases anyway, suffering some solace for their
mental troubles , ,," This, of course, should read "but they would be pathological cases
anyway, suffering from neuroses, and seeking some solace for their ' mcntal troubles . . ,"
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THE WELL-K NOWN quarterly
"Meanjin ," published in Melbourne with th e support of the
University, made an appeal to the
recent Vice-Chancellors' Conference for an ann ual finan cial subsidy to enable it to continue publication in a crisi s of ri sing production cos ts, without any sacrifice
of size. T he req ues t fm' fifty or a
hundred pounds annually from
each institution has been referred
h ack to indi vidual universities for
separate decision. In the statement
submitted to th e Conference it was
pointed out th at over 190 academic writers from all universities
have contributed to "Meanjin",
some of th em many tim es . It is
also emph asised that "Meanjin"
h as always b een a journal of ideas
rather than of literature in the
narrow sense. It would b e a tra ge dy for this journ al, which has
become a literary institution, to
su ccumb to the pernicious influence of an in creasin g deRcit.
MILES · FRANKLIN delivered a
series of lectures in 1950 for
the
Comnwnwea.\th
Literary
F und. These have now been
gathered together and published
in book form with the title
"Laughter Not For a Cage".
THE ANNUAL valu e of Commonwealth
Literary
Fund
grants h as b een in creased to
£1,000, to b e operative from 1957.
Although the effect of inRation is
probably in volved in th e decision
to make the increase, it is a sufficiently substantial amount to b e
gratifyin g. The Fund's decision
involves a stipulation that recipients may not continue in employm ent for th e year of the grant.
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ADMIRERS of Shaw Neilsen
will be particularly interested
in the first issue of "Southerly"
for 1956. This "Shaw Neilsen"
number is devoted to a survey
of his work, with a wide range
of interesting comment.

THE PLAY "The Day Before Tomorrow," by Ric Throssell, has
been chosen by the University
Dramatic Society for production
late in July. Mr. Throssell, who
has been a practising playwright
for some years, is a "Vest Australian now resident in Canberra,
where this play recently had a
slIccessful premiere. Th e lo cal
prodUction, after a short season in
Perth, is to be taken to Hobart in
August to pal'ticipate in the Drama
Festival which is organised annuallyin a different capital city by
the National Union of Australian
University Students.
IN LINE with its recently adopted policy of including productions of Australian plays in its
programmes for each year, the
National Theatre (Repertory) will
present a drama by an Australian
author during July. The proposed
play is "Pacinc Paradise" by
Dymphna Cusack. This will m ean
that Perth audiences will see three
Australian plays during the second
half of this year, including proby
the
Elizabethan
ductions
Thea tre Trust and th e University
Dramatic Society.
THE Angus and Robertson reprint of Katharine Susannah
Prichard's "Coonardoo" is at last
available
in the bookshops.
"Working Bullocks", another reprint from the same author, will
also be available soon.

MEANJIN Number 1 for 1956
has appeared, with stories by
Dal Stivens, T. A. C. Hungerford
and others, while contributors of
poetry include Judith Wright and
Ian . Mudie. Other contributions
come from Brian FitzPatrick, Lord
Lindsay a'l1d A. D. Hop e, with arl
analytical note by 'Val Ch erry on
the play "Th e Summ er of the
Seventeenth Doll."

IT

IS reported that a dramatic
company organi sed by the
Elizabethan Theatre Trust will
visit Perth later this year for a
season of three plays. A feature
of the season is to be "The
Summer of the Seventeenth
Doll", the new Australian play
"discovered" by the Trust's first
Director, Hugh Hunt. Also included will be "The Rivals".
THE EDITOR chosen for the
forthcomin g edition of "Coast
to Coast" is '''''est Australian
author H enrietta Drake-Brockm an,
who is Presiden t in the State of
the F ellowship of Australian vVriters. Mrs. Drake-Brockman is h erself well known as a writer of short
stories, novels and plays, in addition to having taken part in judging a number of dram a festivals
and play-writing competitions .

WOLLASTON' S Picton IOtlmal,
which is described as "The
Personal Diary of an observant,
edu,cated Early Settler in ""estern
Australia" in the years 1841-1844,
is now available once again in a
reprint (Paterson B1"Okensha, 25/-).
This is the predecessor of the Albany Jotlmals, which were reviewed in Th e Winth1"Op Review No . 2
for 1955. This reprint will be welcomed by those whose interest was
stimulated by the Albany JOtlmals
only to find that the earlier volume
was 110 longer available due to the
interest shown in these personal
records since they were first published in 1948.
WESTERLY

1956 Commonw ealth Literary Fund Lectures
A series of five lectures will be given by Mr. Alec. King, Reader in English
at the University of Western Australia, on the general topic:
WHAT MAKES A POET AN AUSTRALIAN POET?
The lectures will concentrate chiefly on the work of seven poets:
July 5.
Lecture 1.
Hat·par.
July 12.
Lecture 2.
The Balladists, Lawson and Paterson.
July 19.
Lecture 3.
Brennan. O'Dowcl.
July 26.
Lecture 4.
Neilson.
August 2.
Lecture 5.
Judith Wright.
The intention of the lectures is not to evaluate the work of these seven
writers, but to use their work to illustrate the general problem of the poetic
imagination and poetic tradition transplanted to a new country.
The lectures, which are to be given at the University, will be delivered at
8 p.m. in ARTS ROOM III on Thursdays from JULY 5 to AUGUST 2. They
are free and the public is cordially invited to attend.
Although being restricted in time by the fact that the number of lectures
has been cut down by half this year, Mr. King will endeavour to develop in his
five lectures several allied themes within the fram ework of the general problem
of Australian poetry.
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John Yocklunn

LANGUAGE REFORM:
CHINESE OLD AND NEW

iHE CHINESE lan guage has the reputation of bein g probably the most difficult
to read and write. Indeed, the French
use the expression "C'est du chinois" to denote a lan guage incomprehensible to them,
just as we say "th at's Greek" (or "doubledutch").
But how is Chinese different from other
languages ? How did this difference arise?
What aspects make written Chinese so difficult ? Wh at about a phonetic alphabet ?
And what steps are being taken to reform
th e language in present-day China? These
are th e questions which this article will try
to answer, without going into involved philo'logical details.

l

I

\Vritten Chinese had its origin in pictorial
representation of natural objects - for example, a circle with a dot in the centre
indicated "sun" and a crescent conveyed
While unde rtaking Univers ity s tudies in French and German,
~r[r . Yocklunn has fou nd time horn his Arts degree course to
give SOlne atte ntion to a stud y of the development of the
Chinese language. which he outlines here . :Mr. Yocklunn
was bo rn in Chin a, and his native language is Cantonese.
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"moon", J'odany characters used today, though
not resembling the original objects, are pictorial symbols, known as pictographs . To
convey more complicated things and abstract
concepts, the Chinese used compounds; thus
"bright" was made up of the characters "sun"
and "moon" together, while "man" standing
by his "word" made th e word "honest" or
sll1cere". Very appropriately, "two" and
"woman" form ed the compound for "quarrel", while "three women" equalled "intrigue"
or "gossip", Thus it can be seen that Chinese
writing is a system which gives the sense of
words in preference to their sound. In other
words, Chinese is an ideographic script, unlike th e phoneti c script of English and other
lariguages.
Almost contemporary with ancient Chinese, were the early Egyptian and AssyroBabylonian scripts, which also began as
pictographs and ideographs. However, these
scripts eventually incorporated a third class
of signs, known as phonograms. It is thought
that they began as puns by the learned class,
WESTERLY

by the occasional use of picture symbols to
build up words of syllables which had the
sounds associated with them. To give an
English example, if we had pictographs for
the words "bee" and "leaf", we could suggest
"belief" by putting a fram e around these two
pictographs. Thus th e two symbols would
no longer convey the meaning, but only the
sound of th e third word.
But the transition from an ideographic
system to one of syllabic writing demanded
an effort which th e priestly schol ar-caste of
ancient Egypt could not make. This transition only took place when an illiterate people
with no traditional way of doing things came
into contact with an already literate culture.
In any case, it remained finally for the
Phoenicians and Hebrews to use their symbols with the exclusively phonetic value of
single syllables or consonants, dropping th e
ideographic connotation altogether. At this
point, we can see the beginnings of a tru e
phonetic alphabet.
When this phonetic principle became established, it spread very rapidly. The Greek
alphabet, derived from th e Phoenician, gave
rise to Etruscan , which in turn was the ancestor of th e Roman script. Other developments of Greek were Gothic and Cyrillic,
while in, a djfferent direction the Arabi c and
Sanskrit systems of writing came from the
parent Semitic.
In China, however, no such conversion
took place, and the language remains an
ideographic one today. Perhaps this is because, till quite recent times, the script was
the property of an elite scholar class . Their
conservatism and resistance to any change
preserved the script in its ancient form. The
traditionalism and veneration for learning can
be seen in the rigid civil service examinations
of the Chinese Empire, where original literary
compostiion and knowledge of the classics
were all-important. Change was actively
discouraged by the disqualification of those
WESTERLY

who deviated from literary scholarship by
using altered or simplified characters.
Th e Chinese scholars elevated the art of
writing (calligraphy) to a place among the
fine arts. This care for the form of the script
probably accounts for its negligible change
through the centuries.
Then, too, scholars were held in the highest esteem in China, so that most people
regarded them as above criticism. This
served to entrench the scholar class and its
hidebound traditionalism. The great difficulties of learning written Chinese contributed
to general illiteracy and preserved the eliteness of the learned.
Chin a's geographical isolation and her
seH-chosen lack of contact with the outside
world prevented influences that could have
brou ght a change to a syllabic or alph abetic
system of writing. But the rulers of the
Ivliddle Kingdom regarded all "foreign ' devils"
with contempt and rejected their cultures as
inferior .
Finally the fact th at the written language
was not within the reach of the common
people protected it from changes that occurred in other languages, where evolution
and adaptation were brought about by common usage.
' '''hatever the reason for the retention in
Chinese of an id eographic script, while the
rest of the world adopted phonetic systems,
Chinese writing today is a great mass of approximately fifty thousand characters, of
which six to seven thousand are in current
usc. Most of the characters are complicated
structures that are extremely difficult to memorise and to write. For example, in the two
thousand most commonly used characters,
onl y 28% contain less than eight strokes each,
while each of the remainder contains from
nin e to twenty-seven strokes.
Such complexity gives rise to most of the
difficulties of Chinese. The most obvious disadvantage is the time and energy required to
memorise thousands of ch aracters, making
25

primary education and the acquisition of
literacy a long and tedious process.
The typewriter, invaluable to Western
commerce and culture, becomes a highly intricate (and hence expensive) machine when
adapted to the Chinese language. Instead of
the twenty-six letters of the alphabet and
sevenil punctuation signs, about two thousand
different characters are required for minimum
communication. Learning to use such a type. writer with speed and efficiency is an exacting
and arduous task.
Since a Western-type keyboard cannot be
used for the Chinese language, typesetting
must still be done by hand, which is much
slower than the linotype.
With the present structure of written
Chinese no satisfactory method of compiling
dictionaries has yet been devised. Even the
most common method of classification of
words under their radicals (the 214 basic
components of the language) is time-consum ing and clumsy. Indexes, directories, filing
systems and so on, suffer the same disabilities
of the language.
Chinese telegraphic messages today are
transmitted by converting each character into
a four-figure code and decoding it at th e other
end - an inconvenient method which can
easily bring mistakes.
The new Chinese Government has not
been blind to the extreme djfficulty of the
Chinese script, and the Committee for the
Reform of the Chinese Written Language was
set up in 1952. In February of this year the
Committee published a draft scheme for a
Chinese Phonetic Alphabet, which will be
promulgated after it has been discussed and
revised. The draft alphabet contains 25 of
the letters of the Roman alphabet ("v" has
been omitted) as well as five additional letters
to indicate sounds that are peculiar to
Chinese.
But there are several problems that must
be solved before a Chinese phonetic alpha26

bet can be successfully used. Firstly, in English we have many words which sound the
same but are written differently - for example
"write", "right" and "rite". Since Chinese has
a very large number of these homophones, as
they are called, phonetic vvriting would tend
to be ambiguous or unintelligible.
China has a vast number of dialects ,
which are as different from each other as
English and German, with the result that
speakers of one dial ect cannot make themselves understood in another province. The
phonetic alphabet is based on the Peking pronunciation, which is incomprehensible to
many of the people.
Another problem, though a minor one, is
that existing books would have to be scrapped
and reprinted in the new spelling, while the
present written records would not be understood by people knowing only the phonetic
alphabet.
As one of the first steps towards the reform of the script, the Government of China
has simplified over five hundred characters
by systematizing their form and reducing the
number of strokes required. Many characters
have been standardised, and numerous redundant and unn ecessary variants have been
abolished. Th e Language Reform Committee
is at present working on the simplification of
many other characters. The use of simplified
characters is, of course, only the transition
step before th e ultimate goal of a phonetic
alphabet.
To this end, the government is carrying
out a programme to introduce a common
national speech. The Kuomintang recognised
the need for a commonly understood spoken
language and made efforts to foster the use
of t-,/Iandarin (also known as "kuo-yu" or
"national language"). Due to th e lack of unity
and peace in the old China, these attempts
were not very successful. However, with the
present stability and unified leadership, this
aim can easily be achieved. Classes in the
"common language" are being organized
WESTERLY

throughout China and gradually . the Peking
pronunciation will be made compulsory for
all.
By a gradual process the phonetic alphabet will be adopted in place of the present
script. Preparations are now being made for
teaching th e alphabet in the primary schools,
while dictionaries and books are b eing printed
in this alphabet. Th e two scripts - ideographic and phonetic - will be used side by

side until everyone becomes familiar with
the concept of spelling out words.
Let us not expect a sudden and marvellous
transformation of the Chinese written language - there are many obstacles yet to be
overcome. But I believe that, in the not-sodistant future, all of China's six hundred
million people will b e literate, and China's
rich culture and achievements will be freely
available to the other nations of th e world.
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Ben Kidd

A

MATTER
OF BUSINESS

T "VAS Margaret who spotted the advertisement
in the classified ads.
"!'dolley to lend on any approved security. Low
interest rates . Satisfac tion guaranteed . Star F inance
Co. "
There were several other sim ilar advertisements
in th e same column , but this one appealed to them
most. The building block th ey hoped to raise a loan
against was the only mortgageable security th ey had
left. Margaret's watch and engagement rin g, Lew's
accordion, a set of cutlery they had been give n for
a wedding present - all had been pawned. Though
Lew had been in constant work for two years, four
weeks unemployment. had reduced them to this state.
1£ he had been a fully qu alified plumber instead of
just an ass istant, only semi-skilled, perhaps he may
hnve still been in work. Yet, in 1938, not ('ven every
fully qu ali fied trades man was working.
After tea, while Margaret did th e ironin g, they
discussed it. It was j'v1arch an d still hot. The windows
of their bed-sitting room were wide open to the quiet
suburban street. Wearing only shorts and an athletic
singlet, Lew sa l at th e table end, his well-muscled ,
sunburnt arms folded across his broad ches t.
"I don't think we should tell anybody we're doing
it," said Margaret. "If you tell people you 'vc had to
pawn somethin g, what do they say?"
"Yes," said Lew. "I hate people thinkin g I'm
broke."
"But what if we lost it," said Margaret. "Lord ,
I' cl never get over it."
"Same here," said Lew. He was silent for a while.
''I'll ask for thirty. That ought to keep us going fo r
a couple of months. The wet weather'I1 be starting

II
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then and I should pick up somethin g. I'll offer to
pay it hack a quid a week wh en ['m working again. "
Margaret switched off th e iron , walked to the hed
and lay down. "This worrying about money is hard er
th an anyth ing. Don't y'get sick of it !"
Sometim e later, Lew replied: "Yes, y'do get a
guts full of it."
They were both young. She was twenty-three, he
was twenty-six. It was th eir first "tough spin" together.
THE . STAR FINANCE CO. turned out to be one
small room in a big offiee building in St. George's
Terrace. Lew's knock on the door was answered b y
a luan's voice; "Collle in. "
Lew went in. A thi ck-set, middle-aged man, with
a florid complexion , sat nt a desk. At the back of
the desk was the full-length door of a strongroom,
obviously let into th e wall. There was nobody else in
the room .
The man said: "Yes?"
"This the Star F inance Co.?"
"It is. "
Lew smiled. " 1 saw yo ur ael. in tb c paper. I've
got a block of lancl. I th ought you mi ght lend lIl C
a few quid on it."
"Sit down. What name is it ?"
"Donaldson. Lew Donnldson ."
"My name is Bnrnes ." His friendl y smilc made
Lew feel easier. "Where is your block?"
Lew told him. Barnes knew th e south side of
Perth well. He named several streets near the block.
He asked: "What size is it?"
"Sixty foot front , a hundred and sixty deep. "
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"What did you pay for it?"
"A hundred."
"\Vhat do you want on it?"
"Thirty quid - I thought."
"Thirty? How ca n you pay it back?"
"A quid a week when I get a job. You see, I'm
out of work. My trade's a bit slack. T he wife and
me need a few quid to carry us over. When I'm
working I can manage the (luid all ri ght. You ca n
be sure we'll pay, because we don't want to lose
the block."
"What's your trade?"
"I follow th e plum bing."
"What's the screw for that?"
Lew told him the award rate.
"Any children?"
Lew smiled. "Not yet."
"Any other assets?"
"No . You see, we've only been married two years
and we put all our spare dou gh into th e block. "
Barnes seemed to make up his mind qu ickly. "All
right. If twenty-nve is any use to you, you can
have that."
"Twenty-five? You can't do the thirty?"
Barnes shook his head and waited.
"Twenty-five?" Lew repea ted . "All right then.
When you look at it, it's less to pay back. I can get
it off sooner - can't I?"
Barnes did not answer. "Have you got the deed?"
he asked.
Lew gave it to him, and he spent some tim e
reading it. Then he walked to the wall and rolled
down a map. H e checked th e block number with
the numbers on the map.
"Okay," he eventually said. 0''1'11 make out the
documents for you to sign. By the way, what did
you say your name was?"
HI..Je\\'.u

"All right, Lew. Just make yourself comfortable
while I get things in order." He must have noticed
the sweat on Lew's face. He said : "You feeling th e
heat, too. Peel off your coat if you feel like it."
Lew said: ''I'm okay." He took out a tin of
tobacco and rolled a cigarette. He watched Barnes
put a light green, printed document into a typewriter
and type on it in several different places. Barnes
then opened the stron groom and disappeared into it.
He returned holding some notes in his hane!.
"Right oh, Lew. Just sign there."
Lew signed.
"And there."
Lew signed again.
Barnes put the document into a drawer of- his
desk. "Now sign my receipt for the tweny-fiv e."
WESTERLY

Lew signed the receipt.
"That's the lot. There's your twenty-five. You
better count it."
Lew counted it. Five fiv ers.
The deed of the block still lay on th e tabl e.
Barnes picked it up, folded it and opened a drawer to
put it in . Involuntarily, Lew asked: "Do you keep
that?"
"Of course," said Barnes. "That's my security,"
He laughed.
"That's right," said Lew. ' "I never thou ght. "
"Never borrowed before, eh?" He wa ited for
Lew's reply as if for a confession.
"No," said Lew. "No. But thanks for helpi ng
me. I'll do my bes t to pay it back. 1 should be
working soon and - " He stood up. The penetrating
glint in Barnes' eyes held him thou gh he wanted to
go. Barnes looked away. "Okay, son."
Lew stammered: "Well, thanks again. SOOll as
I get work' I'll be in to see you. Shouldn 't be long.
Thanks again." H e hurried out of th e office.
WHEN HE got home, elatedly he told ~'l a r gare t.
"I got it. Twenty-five." He put the money on the
table. He described the interview in detail. IvIargaret
said: "Well, it's a relief, anyway. And twenty-five
is less to pay back, as you said ."
"A nice feller, too," said Lew. "Nothing nasty
about him. Even called me Lew."
Then suddenly, for some reason , he felt depressed.
Margaret's an imation seemed to have gone just as
quickly. Neither of th em spoke for some tim e. Then
Lew said: "\Vlt at if we can't pay it back?"
tvlargaret replied: "That's wh at I was thinking."
Both were silent again. Then suddenly Lew stood
up. "Oh, forget it. What about some dinner? I'll
put the kettle on. You take some of that dough and
go down to the shop and get some tucker."
But when Margaret had gone, the depression
settled on him again. Twice he found himself standing in the one spot, thinking. Then Margaret returned . She emptied groceries and parcels of vegetables out of her shopping bag. H er face was flush ed
by th e heat, but there was a mischievous smile in
her eyes. She sa id: "I bought myself some chocolates."
Facetiously, Lew said: "Soon as you get a few
bob, away it goes . Give me one." He rummaged
amongst the bags.
Margaret slapped his arm. "Hands off,"
Lew began to sing "The old grey mare she ain't what she used
to be,
Ain't what she - "
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H e stopped and said : "What say I get my accordion out of hock? Nothing like a bit of music.
Just what I've been missing."
"Four pounds," said Margaret. "\Ve can't afford
It. "

"But we can stick it back again if we go broke."
Margaret thou ght. "Well, YOI/ '1l have to take it
back th en if we need to . Nothing I hate more than
these pawnshops. Urgh!"
"That's a deal. Give me the dough before you
change your mind ."
"In my bag."
When they were having lunch, Lew said : "I suppose I better go out after and try and scratch up a
bit of toil." Then he made her laugh with his burlesque on looking for work. "GOO(\ afternoon, Sir.
I'm lookin g for work. Anything at all , Sir. Oh, don't
worry about the wages, Sir. Just give me enou gh to
pay me tram fares and one feed a d ay. Don't matter
abou t th e wife, she don't eat much, anyway. Anything at all, please, Sir. Yes, Sir. It wou Id be a
pleas ure just to work for you, Sir. I get so sick of
doing nothin g, Sir." He laughed. "See wh at a good
slave you're married to. I just love these bosses."
Margaret told him : "You're an awful liar, Lew
D onaldson . But it should crack soon. It ca n't go on
for ever. "
Seriously, Lew replied: "Then we can start gettin g
our things back. It'll take some dou gh , th ough."
"But if we lose some of the others, we mustn 't
lose th e block," said Ma rgaret.
"Jesus, no," said Lew, "that'd be terrible."
BUT HE was able to call at th e Star Finance Co. to
repay the loan much sooner than either of them had
expected . It was only a month after he had borrowed
it. It happened that a neighbour told Margaret th at
she had borrowed some money against an insurance
policy. This caused lvlargaret to realize she had a
policy herself. It had been taken out by her mother
when Margaret was a child. As a matter of course,
Margaret had been paying the premiums herself from
when she had gone to work at sixteen. An enquiry
at the company's office revealed that she could borrow
up to fifty pounds on it at four and a half per cent.
This welcome information allowed her and Lew to
replan their fi nances completely. An important feature
about this loan was that, even if it was not paid ,
Margaret would not forfeit her policy. The policy
would still be paid when du e, only minus the fifty,
plus accumulated interest. "That gives us some time,"
said Lew. "vVe can get the block back now, and
the other things too, and have a few quid to keep us
going as well."
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"And you'll have only one debt to think about,"
said Margaret, "instead of a lot, like we've got now."
They decided to do it.
While on his way to the Star Finance Co. to
repay the loan, Lew imagined wh at woul d happen
when Barnes saw him again so soon. He saw Barnes
smiling pleasantly and hea rd him say : "'Nell, th at's
very nice of you, Lew. It's good to deal with people
like yourself."
But Barnes acted quite differently.
"Yes, I remember. You were here a while back.
What's the matter now?"
"I brought the twenty-five back," saiel Lew. "I
go t the lot for you."
.
Barnes sat up in his chair. That disconcerting
glint was again in his eyes. "But you borrowed th at
money for twelve months."
Lew looked at him, uncertain . "Twelve months.
Did 1 ?"
"Yes . Didn't you know?"
"But I wa nt to pay it back now. I got it here.
Get my block back."
""Vha t gave you th e idea I wa nted it so soon?"
"Well ..:... but - I don't see wh at you mea n."
He smiled nervously.
"I mean this . If 1 make a bargain , I sti ck to it.
expect my clients to do the same."
Lew hesitated: "But - you mea n I ca n't pay now?
Why can't 1 ?"
"Because 1 don't want it now. You run away and
come back wh en the tim e's up."
Lew persisted. "But 1 borrowed it just to p .1Y
you. Against the wife's insurance. \Ve wa nt to pay
it. Get our block back."
Barnes stood up . H e snapped : "Wh y didn't you
tell me your wife had insurance?"
"But wh at's th at got to do with it? Yo u didn't
ask me."
"Twenty-five's not enough, anyway." He walked
to the end of the room, turned and came back aga in.
"You didn't think 1 lend money for nothin g, did you?
What about the interest?"
"The interest? Yes, all right. \VelJ , how much
is that?"
''I'd have to work it out. Can't do that in a
minute or two. You can 't expect me to jump up an d
do things just to suit you , you know."
"No, but - "
"But what?"
"I want my block. Look, Mr. Barnes, I don't
see - . I'll pay the interest. If you like, th e lot.
Twelve months."
"So you're worried about your block, eh?"
"What? No. I didn't mean that. 1 - "
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Barnes threw his pencil on to th e tabl e. "So that's
it? Well, that bea ts me."
Lew's face was puzzled. "I don't see what you
111ean. "

Barnes came clo~e up. "Do you know what you
signed?" he shouted. "You signed a contract and
you've got to stick to it. Who do you think you're
dealing with? I'm a business man. You're not dealing with a fool, you know."
"Who said you were? Don't yell at me . I hea rd
you. 'Well, show me what I signed, then."

uNo ,"
"Why not?"
"Because I won't."
"But I should be able to see what I signed ."
"Who said so?"
"But what's wrong with me having a look at what
I signed?"
Barnes' manner changed . "Listen." He appeared
to be making a last exhausted effort to din something into Lew's head. "Listen, you made a contract
with me. You've got to stick to it. Now, what's
simpler than that?"
Lew looked into Barnes' fa ce. He replied, "But,
honest, I still don't see. I'll admit I'm just an ordinary joker. These things are out of my line a bit,
but-- "
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Barnes interrupted him: "Now that's just the
point. I didn't want to say it. But now you've srrid
it yourself. There's more in th ese things than you
think. You can't sign a contract and come along just
when you like and break it. That's not business. It's
not. I'm telling you . Now, you just think. And don't
think only of your own side; but of mine, too. Now,
go on, just think \Vhat would you do in my case?
Go on - work it out for yourself."
Lew tried to think. But it was all too confusing.
A thought came to him that perhaps he was being
stubbornly dull. It was true he didn't know lllu eh
about business. Maybe Barnes was right. Ques tions
came, but it seemed futile to ask them. After a protracted silence, he said: "You won't take the money,
then?"
Barnes smiled. "Well, isn't that what I've been
saying?"
Lew did not reply. Barnes returned to his chair
and arranged some papers on the desk. As he did
this, he asked: "Working yet?"
"No. Expect something soon, thou gh."
"You're funny, aren't you?" Lew looked at him,
uncertain what he was going to say now. "H ere's a
man out of work Neecls all the ready cash he can
ge t. Yet you want me to take it off you."
"But I want my block"
"But don't you see your block's safe ? What are
yo u worrying about? vVhen th e tim e of your conh'act's up, it's th ere. Hones tly, sometimes I have to
look after you fellers for your own good . Look, I
wouldn't take that money from you now, more than
ever. You need it more than I do. You've go t yourself and a wife to keep and no job. You'll need it."
"But - - "
"No. You go back to your wife and tell her I
wouldn't take the money, because you both need it
more than I do. I don't need your money, son . Now
you just run along and tell the wife what I said ."
Incredulously, Lew asked: "Are you dinkum?"
"Of course I'm dinkum. I tell you I'm watching
your in terests. I tell you, son, you 'll need that money.
What are you going to live on? You've got to have
money for rent. You can't expect the grocer to stand
you for too long. Work's hard these clays. You know
that. I bet, in a month or two, you'll be glad J
wouldn't take it. See if you're not."
Lew stood up. Aimlessly he stepped this way,
then that. He mumbled: "That's what you think"
"Of course I think so. And I'm right. You going
down the street? Wait a bit, I'm coming." Barnes
put on his hat. With his arm round Lew's waist, he
walked him to the door. He slammed it shut and,
together, they walked out of the building. In the
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sheet Lew hesitated, undecided where to go. Barnes
said: "Come over and I'll buy you a drink . Come
on. Don't look so worried." Lew went with him .
It was only eleven, but the bar was busy. Barnes
led the way to a space at the counter. "vVhat you
drinking? Schooner? Two schooners." As they stood
there, he nodded to people. Then he left Lew for
a while to go and talk to somebody. Lew ordered
the second drink and put his money on th e counter.
Barnes pushed it back to him. "Stick it in your
pocket. You'll need it. I don't mind buying a friend
a drink. Two more."
Barnes finished the drink and was ready to go .
He laughed : "You're draggin g your feet. " Lew
gulped down half a schooner in two swallows. "\iVell,"
said Bames, ''I'm a busy man." They walked to the
door. In the street he said: "Look after yourself.
Now, don't forget what I told you. See you later. "
He left Lew standing there.
Lew stood looking after him. An impulse to follow made him take several steps in th e same direction. He stopped. No . '''Ihal. was the use? He'd ha ve
to think it all out. Tell Margaret. What would she
say? He turned and went slowly up St. George's
Terrace to where he caught th e tram home. As he
walked, he clenched his fists and muttered: " He's a
liar. I know it."
MARGARET didn't understand. "But it doesn't
make sense," she repeated . "But didn 't you tell him
-- ? What about --? I think you were too weak .
I'd have told him." To which Lew replied: "You
don't understand what he's like. H e had me flabh ergasted. I didn't know what to say."
"I know what to say. He's no good. I bet he
wants to keep our block."
"But how could he?"
"\"Iell, anyhow, it doesn't look right to me.
Wouldn't take our money. Who's he to poke his nose
in our business? \"Iho's he, anyway?"
Lew said: "I don't like it. I'm worried. We'vc
got to do something."
''I'll tell Dad," said Margaret.
"Dad? Don't be silly. He wouldn't know any
more than we do. Anyhow, don't bring th e family
into it, for Christ's sake. It's bad enough being in a
jam without all them gabbling about it."
"Well, you think of something, then."
"All right, all right, give me time. It only happened this morning, didn't it? There's no need to
go crook at me. I'm a mu g. All right. But layoff
me."

Neither of them spoke for a while. Then Margaret said quietly: "I didn't mean it that way."
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A shy smile can1e on Lew's face. "I know," he
saiel. Then he laughed. "Jesus, th e jams we get into.
Honest, I don't know whether to laugh about that
joker or go in and smack him in the puss. "
"It's nothing to laugh about," said Margaret. "it's
serious."
Lew thought. H e said: ''I'm worried. We've got
to do something. Who ca n we see? I'd go to a
lawyer, but it'd cost more money. Anyhow, they're
all crooks, too. But who can we see? There mu st be
somebody."
Neither of th em could think. They sat at th e
lunch table for an hour after they had finished, talking about it. Several times durin g the afternoon they
discussed it. They agreed again and again they
should do something, and quickly. But what? Before
tea, Lew went a message to the corner shop. vVhen
he returned he said: "I was thinkin g, if old Ted
Shaw was aUve I'd have seen him . Decent old hloke,
Ted. This is· just something he'd tell you a ll about.
MyoId man knew him well." Ted Shaw had been
the local Labor M.P. for many years .
"But what's the good if he's dead?" said ~vlar
garet. She was peeling potatoes.
"But don't you see what I mea n?" said Lew, irritably. "YVe need somebody like that - somebody that
knows these things."
A while later Margaret said: " J was thinking
what about the one in now?"
"vVhat do you mean? I-Jim? [don't know him. "
"But what I mean is, if Ted Shaw did it, mi ghtn't
the one th at's in now do it, too?"
Speculatively, Lew tilted his head. "It's an idea,"
he said. H e got up and bega n to walk arollnd th e
room. "It's an idea," he repeated.
"He's a lawyer, too," said i'vlargarel.
"A lawyer? How do you know?"
"I think lvlrs . Trigger went to him . He's go~ an
v
office in town.
"Did she? Isn't he U.A.P. , or was he that Independent bloke?"
"Don't ask me," said Margaret.
"It's an idea," Lew repea ted several times as they
had tea. "How would you go and see him?
wonder if he'd give us a hearin g. Probably on th e
up and up and wouldn't listen. But it's worth trying.
He can only give us a knock-back. I know! - I could .
say I voted for him."
Margaret said: "No. I wouldn't tell any lies . I'd
just tell the truth. At least he could listen."
After tea they went for a walk. They stopped at
a 'phone box a'nd looked through the book for
Ribbons, M.L.A. They found that he lived too far
away to walk. Margaret said: "Ring him. Do it
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here." Lew said: "No, you llo it. Go on . You're a
woman. H e mi ght wipe me off." Margaret considered, then said: "All right, then."
Mr. Ribbons was quite amiable. "Tell your husband to be at my office at ten in th e lllorning, Mrs.
Donaldson. I'll do what I ca n for him . Good-night."
"W e're getting somewhere, anyway," said Lew.
TO ALLOW himself tim e to find Ribbons' office,
Lew reached the city by nine, but he located the
place without difficulty. To fill in the spare tim e, he
decided to waik over to the T rades Hall to the office
of his union. H e hadn't called in for a while. Something mi ght have turned up . But the Secretary told
him : "No, nothing yet."
Lew loitered a t the cuunter. "By the way," he
said, "I heard about a bloke namcd Barnes. Wants
some work done at his house. Does money lending
or something. Got em office in town. Heard about
him at all?"
The Secretary thou ght. 'Barnes?" No. Don't
know him." H e turned round and asked a member
of the Union Committee who was writing at a desk.
"Barnes, money lender," the other replied. ''I've
heard about him."
"What about him?" asked th e Secretary.
"Ned Kelly's got nothing on him."
Anxiously, Lew asked : "How do you mean?"
'''Well, th ey tell me some of the dcals he puts
over are plain murder."
Then it was tru e! Lew gaped at him. "Go on,"
hc said, nervously.
"Well, that's all I know. Morrie E lvy, th e SolicitOI', told me about him. Morrie lives out my way .
You ask him ."
"But YOll mean to work for him?" th e Secre tary
asked Lew.
"Yes. Yes," said Lew, coming back.
''1'11 give him a rin g and feel llIm out," th e Secretary said. "You don't want to get caught if YOLl can
help it."
Lew stopped him. "No. No, don't matter. I only
heard it. Better wait till I have a yarn with him."
"AIl right. Just as you like."
"W eIl, I'll be going," said Lew. Then to the
Committeeman: "By the way, what was that Solicitor's name?"
"Morris Elvy."
Lew wrote it down. "lvlight be handy," he said.
Hmriedly he left.
"What did I say? What did I say?" He talked
to himself as he almost ran along the. street. "You'II
be battling to get it back. Jesus Christ, what a jam!
This is serious."
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It was still early for the appointment with Ribbons, but he went there. Mr. Ribbons was engaged.
Lew declined the chair the girl offered and went
out to the passage and walked up and down. After
a while, he came in and asked the girl the time.
"Ten past ten. Sorry, Mr. Ribbons is still engaged."
Ten minutes later, Lcw was admitted . Without rising, Ribbon s said : "Yes, Mr. Donaldson. Sit down ."
He was about fifty, heavily built and smoked a pipe.
Lew said : "I came to see you beca use I live in
your district."
"Yes, Mr. Donaldson. I'm always at the service
of my constituents. Yom wife 'phoned me about the
trouble you were having."
"I heard he's a crook: said Lew.
"That's a very loose term nowadays, i\11'. Donaldson.
He smiled. "Did yon bring th e docum ents?"
"What documents?"
"A copy of the agreement. Didn't you sign an
agreement with him?"
"Oh, no. H e wouldn't let me see what I signed."
"Oh I Do you know what you signed?"
Reluctantly Lew told him : "No."
Mr. Ribbons put his pipe on the table. "That
makes it diffi cult. You see wh at I mean? vVe haven't
much to work on."
"You ca n't do anything, then?"
"Oh, no. Not as bad as that. Let me see?" H e
picked the wax from his ears with a match . "I can
understand how you fee!." He knew Barnes . On
two or three occasions his firm had handled business
for him . Ten years ago Barnes had been only a land
salesman. Today he was the owner of so me city
property and had good financial connections. However, this time he had laid himself open to criminal
indichnent. It looked like it. Still, that was a matter
for the police. Ribbons decid ed he must remember
to tell some of Barnes' friends to warn him of th e
risks he was running. He saiel to Lew:
"Yes, Mr. Donaldson, without the docum ents we
can't do much at this stage. It's somethin g I'll have
to give some thou ght to. I think the bes t thin g
would be for you to call back and see me in a
fortnight."
"A fortni ght?"
Mr. Ribbons smiled again. "You see, Mr. Donaldson, I'm a very busy man. All this week and most
of the next I'll be in th e Supreme Court on important
cases. Besides, I have my Parliamentary work."
"I see," said Lew, subdued. "All right, th en.
What day, say?"
"Ring me, say, Thursday week. I'll see you then."
He stood up.
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Lew stooel up, t'JO . "Thanks," he said. "Oh, before I go - what will it cos t?"
"I don't make any charge to my constituents, Mr.
Donaldson."
"Thanks," said Lew. "Thanks very much. I'll
ring you nex t Thursday week, then."
"Yes, do that. I'll do what I can for yo u."
Out in th e street, Lew stno cl an d sorted out his
impressions of th e interview. "Didn't seem to ca re.
Wait a fortni ght. A fortni ght! Wh at's he think I am?
vVaste of time seeing him. I'm always at the service
of my constituents! A fortnight? But wha~ else can
I do? Jesus, I'll losc that block. I'll lose it."
Anxiously, he hurried along St. George's T erra ce.
H e reached Barrack Street and automatically turned
round and walked back in th e opposite direction.
"Wait a fortnight. I can't wait a fortni ght. If I do,
what'll he do th en?" Name plates on the buildings
caught his eye . Some of th em solicitors. vVhy not
go to a solicitor? Would cos t somethin g, th ough .
But if you paid one he'd have to do somethin g
straight away. But how much would it be? Still,
even if it cos t up to two quid, it would be worth it
to get something done now. Instead, wait a fortni ght! No. vVhat was th e nam e of that one he'd
heard at the Union? H e brought out of his pocket
th e envelope on which he had written it. Morris
Elvy. Where was his office? He asked a passer-by.
A few buildings along. He found the building, but
stood outside of it for fully a minute. Then he went in .

went out to the front office. As they passed the
typist, a stout woman about forty-five, E lvy said to
Lew: ''I'll be with you in a minute." As Lew walked
out to the passage, he heard Elvy say to th e woman:
"Molly, give me a coup le of bob ." Elvy waited
while she got it out of her purse.
In the street, Elvy walked as if there was no
time to lose. Every now and th en Lew had to run
a few steps to catch up with him. "Funny you should
come to me," he repeated .
"I hea;'d he's a crook," said Lew.
"Did you really. But let's see what we can find
from the title."
Wh at was Elvy going to do? Lew had no idea.
But he sensed interesting developments.

MORRIS ELVY rose to meet Lew, his hand extended . H e was only middle-aged, but his thick hair
was completely grey. He wore spectacles, over which
he looked as he listened. His desk appeared to be
in complete disorder. Papers, folders , books were
lying in piles all over it, except for a small working
space barely large enou gh to fit a shee t of paper.
"Yes, Mr. Donaldson, what's troublin g yo u? Sit
down and tell me all about it."
Lew concluded th at the pleasant, malty smell in
the room came from E lvy's breath.
When Lew mentioned Bames, E lvy said: "Very
interestin g. Go on." When Lew had finish ed, he
asked: "Who sent you to me?"
Lew hesitated, then replied: "Nobody. lust
walked in."
"Just walked in. You're lucky. You came to the
right man. ' ¥ hy I say th at is beca use I know this
Bames - know him well . Did he give you a copy
of the document you signed? No. All right. Let's
go to the Titles Office. W e'll search the title. For
a start, let's see what we find there."
At once he stood up, put on his hat and they
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At the Lands Titles Office E lvy said something
to a clerk, who handed him a folio of documents.
Quickly he looked through the n~. Then, pointing to
a signature on one of the documents, he asked Lew:
"That your signature?" Lew said it was. "Do you
know what you signed now?" Lew shook his head.
Elvy told him: "You signed a transfer putting the
block in Barnes' name."
"Did I? What's that mean?"
"You signed it over to him. In other words, you
sold it to him."
"Sold it? But I didn't."
"You thought you didn't. But according to this,
you sold it to him for twenty-five pounds ."
"But I. didn't. Honest, I didn't. You mean - it's
gone? I've lost it?"
"Well, now, that's the point. I'll have to do
what I can to get it back for you."
"Christ!" said Lew. "Wait till the wife hears this .
Of all the - - I I'll go to the police."
"Steady," said Elvy. He put a hand on Lew's
shoulder. "You could go to the police. But a~ your
solicitor, I advise you to leave it to me."
"But can you get it back? I want my. block. It
cost me a hundred. I didn't - - "
"Now, now," said E lvy. "You're getting excited
again. You just leave it to me."
They walked out of th e building and stopped on
the front steps.
"But what can you do?" asked Lew.
"What say we have a drink?" Elvy replied. "We
can talk it over."
They went up to Hay Street and 'across to the
Criterion. Elvy seemed to be thinkin g and did not
answer Lew's questions. But in the bar he put two
shillings on the counter and said: "As I said before,
you're lucky. You came to the right man . Funny
you should come to me. Of all the solicitors on the
Terrace, you should engage me. I'm just the man
to handle Barnes. A tricky customer. Still, as I said,
you were lucky. Probably if you hadn't engaged me
you wouldn't get your block back."
"Wouldn't? Why?"
"Well, you see, I know Barnes. I know a lot
about him."
"What?"
"Well, I better not say. But I do. You leave it
to me. I'm just the man to handle him. Funny you
should come to me. But as I said, you were lucky.
On paper, you know, you haven't got a leg to stand
on."
Lew replied: "Yes, I'm very glad I struck you."
He ordered another drink.
"A rotten thing to do," said Elvy. "Really, 1
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don't know what some of these business men are coming to. Putting a trick like that over a decent young
fellow like yourself. But you leave him to me. Of
course, it'll cost you something."
''I'll pay," said Lew, "long as I get my block."
''I'll see tIlat you get it, too." Again he repeated
tIlat Lew had been lucky to engage him. Then, as
if he had just thought of it: "Could you let me
have a couple of pounds on account now?"
"Now? Let me see. Have I got it?" Lew did
have it. He had brought two pounds with him,
expecting tIlat he would have to pay Ribbons. "Let
me see?" As he fumbled in his pocket, he tri ed to
think what would happen if he said he didn't have
it. He decided it wasn't worth the risk. Without
Elvy what would he do? He said, "Yes, I've got it."
Elvy went on talking as he slipped the notes into
his trousers pocket. "You have faith in me. Now,
don't you worry at fill. I'm your solicitor. Now it's
my worry. You've paid me to get your block back.
And you see I'll keep my word. Just wait till our
friend Barnes sees llle l I can just imagine th e look
.
on his face."
Their schooners were empty. Lew said: "Will we
go now?"
"Just one more." Elvy paid for the drink with
one of the notes Lew had just given him. He drank
it hurriedly. "Ah, that's better. What's the time?"
He peered at the bar clock. "Twelve fifteen. Well,
let's go and see Mr. Barnes."
They went down to St. George's Terrace again.
A cool south-wester had come. Energetically it blew
the warm air out of tIle city. Lew felt slightly drunk.
But that was a good way to be to go and see Barnes.
"Mongrel bastard !"
WHEN THEY reached the Star Finance Co ., Elvy
poked his head inside tIle door and Lew heard him
say: "Oh, you're in, Tom." And Barnes replied:
"Hullo, Morrie. Come in." Elvy enlered and beckoned Lew to follow.
When Barnes saw Lew, he looked sharply at
Elvy. "What's this, Mori'ie. What's the game?"
"Now, Tom, just take it easy. W e're --"
Barnes stood up so quickly he knocked his chair
over. "Listen. ''''hat's this? What's going on?" he
demanded.
"Now, Tom, please. Mr. Donaldson and I have
been to the Titles Office. We searched--"
"So what? You saw what he signed. Go on . Say
so."
"Yes, we did," said Lew. "I didn't sell you that
block and you know it."
"Oh, didn't you? Didn't you?"
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"No, I didn't. And I can prove it. "
"Well, mister, you just prove it. Go on, prove it."
Elv), interrupted: "You can't get away with this,
Tom. Be sensible - - "
"Shut up, you drunk. Who are you to tell me
how to run my business?"
"Now, Tom, please. I'm only trying to be reasonable. I haven't raised my voice once. Now have I ,
Mr. Donaldson?"
Lew didn't answer. All his attention was on
Barnes . "Listen," he shouted, "I want my block. If
I don't get it, I'm going to the cops."
Barnes looked at him contemptuously. "So you'll
go to the cops. You know what I've a good mind to
do to you? -punch your nose. " He took a step forward as if he would.
Lew fin gered a button on his coat. "You can
have a go," he said, quietly.
Elvy touched Barnes on the shoulder. "Tom,
where'll this get you? Take no notice of him, Mr.
Donaldson . He doesn't mean it."
"All right. All ri ght," shouted Barnes. "But who
can prove it wasn't a sale? By Christ, Morrie, you'll
get no more of my business."
"Now, Tom, please. Mr. Donaldson came to me
for advice. I'm acting on his behalf. He wants his
block back and I think if you're sensible you'll give
it to him."
For another moment Barnes glared menacingly at
Lew. Then he walked round and picked up his cllair.
He sat down. ''I'll think it over," he muttered .
"When ca n you bring the money, Mr. Donaldson?" Elvy asked.
"As soon as you like."
"All right, th en. Tom , we'll see you in about an
hour."
"Get to hell out of here," snarled Barnes. Then
to Lew : "And don't you go blowing your mouth
you've got anything on me, because you haven't. I'm
not broke. No, not at all. I could smash you up any
time I wanted to ."
Lew didn't say anything.
"Let's go," said Elvy. "All right, Tom, in about
an hour." He walked to the door with Lew and out
to the passage. Then he said: "Just wait there a
minute." He return ed into Barnes' office. Lew could
hear them whisperin g. He would have put his ea r
to the hinges, but he had only thought of doing it
when he heard Elvy coming out. "Now, that's better,"
said Elvy. "Didn't I tell you I knew how to handle
him?"
"Handle him?" said Lew, sullenly. "He's luc\-·
I didn't poke him in the bib."
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"Now, my boy, never lose yOur head. Always
keep calm and you'll save yourself a lot of trouble."
"E can't get over it," Lew persisted.
"I can see you haven't had much experience in
business. All in a day's work for me. I think, after
that, you could do with another drink."
They went across to the Palace. It was lunchtime and the bar was crowded . Elvy made the V
sign to a barmaid, then pushed his way into the
counter, reappearing with two schooners. "Get that
into you," he said. "That'll keep your peeker up."
Lew said: "If I have too many I~ore, I'll be full."
Elvy laughed. "You know, I really thought you
two were going to have a fight."
"I was dinkum," said Lew. He can have a go
any time. "Telling me he'd smack me in the nose!"
"There's a place," said Elvy. "Let's get in ." He
led the way to the vacant space at the counter. "Now
we can talk in comfort."
Lew noticed that Elvy's glass was empty. He
finished his own and ordered two more. Elvy said :
"Let's have a few beers. Cheer you up a bit. You've
had a nasty shock."
"But do you think he'll cough up?" asked Lew.
"Leave it to me. I'll get it."
"I better get round to the bank," said Lew. Elvy
turned to look at the clock. "Plenty of time," he
said. "Drink that up and let's have another."
Lew said : "You're too fast for me." He finished
the drink. He could feel the beer taking effect. He
wanted to get the business cumpleted and go home.
Why did Elvy want to keep on drinking? Everything
about Barnes, Ribbons, Elvy, th e way they did things.
All of it was alien and unwholesome to him . Besides,
he had already spent a lot more than he could afford .
Still, he would stick till he got the block. He must
do that. And he'd get it now, if he had to go and
break Barnes' neck. He said to Elvy: "Where will
I see you when I've been to the bank?"
"Come to my office. I'll mee t you th ere. Oh,
and you better bring forty with you."
"Forty? What for?"
"Well, Barnes will want his interes t. He told me
it was ten pounds."
"Ten quid? Jesus Christ! I only borrowed
twenty-five."
Elvy shrugged his shoulders. "Well, that's what
he told me. And you've seen what he's like."
"A tenner! But I could put him in jail."
"Now, now, listen to me. You want your block
back, don't you? I tell you you're pretty lucky to
be getting it. Isn't it worth ten pounds? And you
wouldn't go to the police. Now, would you?"
Lew said: "After that, by Jesus, I dunno."
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"Co on," said Elvy. "Now tell the truth. You
wouldn't, would you?"
Lew didn't reply. Elvy waited. Then Lew said:
"All right, then, 1 wouldn't. But a tenner!"
"\;Yell , give him his tenner and get your block.
After all, he did lend: you twen ty-five."
"But 1 only had it for a month."
Elvy sighed . "Didn't you engage Jlle? Didn't you
promise to follow my advice?"
Lew mumbled: "I suppose."
"'Nell, I'm advising you to pay him his interest
an d let him go. Get your block. That's what you
want, isn't it?"
"Too right 1 dol"
"Well, go and get forty and we'll square it up
without any fuss."
"Forty? But what's the other five for?"
"The other five? Oh, yes. My fee. You paid me
two pounds. Another five will square us. Really it
should have been seven guineas, but forget about the
odd shillings."
Lew was aghast. "Seven guineas?"
Elvy had become cool. "That's the fee for my
professional services ." His eyes, steady and disapproving, held Lew's.
Lew controlled himself. After a time, he said :
"Okay, then. Seven."
Elvy looked at the clock. "Time 1 went. All
right, laddie, th at's fixed. All we've got to do now
is pay Barnes and you'll be all set. Now you run
along and I'll see you in half an haUL"
Lew muttered: "Okay, half an hour." Abruptly
he left. Ano ther moment and he'd have said somethin g he might regret. No. Get the block. Crooks,
swindlers, thieves. Seventeen quid gone. Terrible.
But, no. Get the block. If he gave in now he'd lose
it. Get the block. Get the block. H al f drunk, dazed,
raging inside, he swore to get even some time. A
workin' man's not in the race with them. Hell, what
a dayl
At the Savings Bank he had to wait some tim e
for his turn. His rage subsided. Quite calmly hc
speculated whether it would be wise to wait till
the deal was completed, the deed safely in his
pocket, then smack the pair of them. He'd like to.
But Elvy was only a wreck. One decent punch mi ght
kill him. That'd be serious. And the first thing th at
sort did was to scream for the police. He excluded
Elvy from the plan. H e might get a chance with
Barnes. How he'd like to push his mug in!
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When he reached Elvis office, the middle-aged
typist smiled at him as if she kn ew all about it.
"Morrie said to go in." Lew thou ght : "Looks as if
he's on with her. What a pick I"
Elvy looked up . "Ah, there you are. \Vhat did
1 tell you? Didn't 1 say 1 knew how to handle
Barnes? Look, I've got your deed right here. And
there's a transfer signing it back to yo u. All signed
and ready. Barnes brought it here himself: You just
missed him."
Lew sat down. "What a pity 1 missed him. Why
didn't he stay?"
"He was in a hurry. Some deal or oth cr. But 1
think it's just as well YO li two didn't lllet again. " He
laughed . "Perhaps you fri ghtened him."
"Perhaps I'll sec him some other time."
E lvy shot a quick, nervous look at Lew. Ignoring
the remark, he went on : "Well, let's settle up, then.
Did you bring the money?"
T en minutes later when Lew stood up to leave,
the deed of the block safely in his pocket, Elvy put
out his ha11cl. "Now don't forget, if 1 can help you
again at any time just call in ."
Lew took his hand. The deed in his possession
again, he allowed himself to be generous . He smiled '
at Elvy but didn't say anythin g. H c was thinking:
"He's got the hide to shake hands."
He said: "Well, I'll be going."
"Good-bye," said Elvy, "and the very best of
luck."
Unemotionally, Lew said: "So long."
HE DIDN'T bother about the lift, and wa lkecl down
the stairs slowly, leaning agai nst the balustrade and
pausing slightl y on each step before letting his foot
down to the next. Once he stopped an d deliberately
felt the side of his coat. "I got it, anyway. Bea t the
tricky bastards."
In th e street he tilted his hat back off his forehead and, with his hands in his pockets, mooched
alon g in the sunshine to the tram stop. He leant
against a pole to wait. Then the sunshin e was gone .
Curiously he looked up. The sky was overcast with
grey cloud banking up from the west. A warm gusty
wind lifted rubbish out of the gutters. He co uld smell
the coming rain. "At last. A few decent showers
and there should be some work about."
Work again. What a relief! But the scraping
they'd have to do to catch up. What a day! The
dirty bludgers! But fight them and you can lick them!
He felt pleasa ntly exhilara ted and hopeful.
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BACKGROUND TO A PLAY
A

~ SORROW does not become less when
"'\ it is shared.
Neither do those who
suffer, suffer less if they are among
many in their suffering. To me the greatest
horror of an atomic war, which in our hearts
we must reject as utterly impossible and in
our minds regard as still a possibility, would
not b e the death of many millions of people,
but th e anguish of thosc who sl1rvived.

I am compelled to b elieve that while
atomic weapons exist they may b e used ; and
yet many people knowing this possibility are
afraid , or unable to see themselves as other
than spectators of atomic warfare, indignant,
unconcerned or decently appalled. Even
from th e comfortable security of the place
which each on e mentally reserves for himself, the prospect of atomic war is sickening.
It is inconceivable! Inconceivable! W e would
prefer not to think about it .. . .
But say for once that that safe place in
which we contrive to find ourselves and
those we love when the Bomb goes off is
made of something less substantial than a
wish - Just imagine this time: "I am there".
Then, I think, th e Bomb acquires a true perspective.
Mr. Throssell , form e rl y a \Vest Australian, is now residin g
in Canberra, where "The Day Be fore Tom orrow", as well
as earlier plays, was presented by the Canberra Repertory
Society. w ith whom the author has acted m any roles, including the part of Jackson in this latest piny by him.
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It is from this point -of view th at Th e
DaJ' Befor e Tom orrow approaches its sub-

ject. It is a play about the atom bomb. But,
because a play requires an audience, and
because above all else it must gain and hold
the interest of its audience, it is not principally a play of ideas. Those who see plays
today are too accustomed to the film technique of rapid action and strong story development to accept on the stage a play which
lacks these elements, or which attempts to
follow too closely the dramatic arguments
which Shaw persuaded people to enjoy before there were films. Therefore, th e emphasis in Th e Day Befor e Tomorro w moves
from the initial, almost static establishment
of atmosphere and character, which seeks to
identify the audience with the Jackson family,
to a quickly evolving narrative designed to
maintain their interest in the problems which
the family faces. The difficulty of this approach lies in the fact that those who do l)Ot
wish to b elieve an alm<?st unbearably unpleasant possibility may reject the fact that
it is a possibility, and, since the impact of
the play depends to a large extent upon its
credibility, thisdanget must be met. It can
be met only by careful ·undel;-emphasis in
production and ·complete siI)cedty in performance. That' the essential atmosphere of
reality, in a situation fortunately not yet real,
was created and maintained in the Canberra
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production of the play was a tribute to th e
producer and her cast.
John van Druten says that drama is an
ephemeral art - and literally this is tru e.
The curtain closes, and a play ends.
It can never again be recreated in exactly
the same form. There is no permanent record
of a pEirformance. No written script can
convey th e sound of a child crying in fear,
or the meaning of silence on the stage.
These thin gs, which are th e theatre's greatest
strength, can live only in th e memories of
those who have seen and heard the play per"
formed. It is not often that a playwright asks
for even this brief reprieve from mortality.
Applause to bring the curtain down and a
critic's praise are usually enough . If Th l'
Day Before ]'om oll ow makes some claim
upon the memories of those who have seen
the play, it is because its theme is on e which
is close to the fears of everyone who has the
common sense to be afraid.
Because I believe th at life is good, I have
written a play which shows how this good
life could be destroyed. But Th e Day Befo re
Tomorro w is not a prophecy. It does not
pretend to say, "This will happen." It is
more like a nightmare which could be true .

My play assumes the destruction of the
City, th e isolation of th e survivors of th e

Pat Hutch!nson with the author in a sce ne

from the Canberra production.
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explosion by those "outside" and the moral
disintegration of many of those who remain
in th e ruins. It could be true. There is no
room for doubt that the destructive power of
the bombs no\v in existence could wipe out
the major cities of the world. The experiments in Hiroshima and Nagasaki have shown
how well the Bomb can kill. It is true that
a recent Australian conference of military
medicin e "vas told that doctors in a future
war would have to be ruthless; to attend only
to those with a chance of survival. It is true
that th e fight to keep alive in th e German
concentration camps in the end reduced some
men and wom en to bestiality; destroyed not
only their bodies and their minds, but also
their belief in things ' which they might once
have held to be worth more than life; turned
what was good into a mockery. It is also
true, and perhaps more incredibly so, that
some survived the camps uncowed.
The indomitable will of those who found
courage to struggle, sometimes without hope,
.md to endure when the slightest weakening
must have meant surrender - th eir example
inspired the character, Jackson, who bears a
crucial role in the play. 'Without him it
might indeed be assumed that the play was
without hope, for then it would show people
only in defeat, as Sartre does in M en withou l Shado lC'S. But Jackson never gives in .
His is the spirit which can see a hope destroyed and still find strength to search for
hope tomorrow. His is the strength which
can reject a hope which means th e betrayal
of thin gs more dear than hope.
For all th e power of the Bomb, which
even now seems somehow to spread its influence of fear over those who might make
its use impossible, I cannot believe that, as '
long as men are left alive, it can destroy entirely those qualities which make them men.
And as long as courage lasts, and goodness,
there must be hope that the day will come
when war will have no part in the lives of
men. This is the Tomorrow for which I aim.
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leana Tweedie

NEW ELEMENTS
IN AUSTRALIAN DRAMA
OW THAT the Elizabethan Th eatre
Trust has come . to sponsor the presentation , on a first class scale, of
Australian plays , the whole creative world
of dramatic writing in this country has felt
a surge of spring. The first fruit of this was
Th e S umm er of th e 17t h D oll tried out at
th e Union Theatre in Melbourne, then produced at the New Elizabethan in Sydney and
now on tour in various parts of the Commonwealth. But this play is not the onl y work
of dramati c importance recogni sed b y th e
Trust, and it is, I think, a measure of the
valu e of this body that Australian writers
have felt suffi ciently encouraged by its promise - and its performance - to produce
work of surprising merit.
As one who has suffered as a judge in
various playwritin g contests over the last
ten years, I have been soothed and encouraged to see how much better, theatrically,
are the plays being sponsored by the Trust,
than the very best of those submitted in
earlier contests. One can feel that our writers for the theatre are now writing for a
theatre they know personally and not for
some hybrid between Covent C arden and an
M.C.M . musical- or even for no theatre at
all !

N
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Miss J. D . Tweedie, M. A. (Melb.), is a lecturer in English
at the Unive rsity of W.A. In addition to ac ting as judge in
num erous drama f estiva ls and play-writing competitions, Miss
Tweedie has he rself produced nume rous plays, modern,
Classical Greek, Eliza be than, etc.
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Furthermore, th ey have somethin g to say
and they are saying it through th e medium
of human-speech-soundin g dialogue rather
than in credibly long set pieces that read like
elon gated arias. And , finally, the plays now
seem to hang together and move to a climax
under their own impetu s 'not jerk alon g as a
series of disconn ected and arbitrarily arran ged scenes.
The first fully produced play, in this new
era of sunny hope was , of course, Th e [7t h
D oll, but the Trust did not confine its interest
and encouragement to this alon e and Hic
Throssell's Th e D ay Befo re T om orro w has
been commended and sponsored, as well as
given production in Canberra Repertory
Theatre.
It is inevitable that on e should comp~U'e
the two plays .
vVhen Th e Summ er of th e [7t h D oll
opened in Sydney the critical enthusiasm
assured us that Australians must now feel as
did the Dubliners at the first night of Th e
Piaybo)' of the W estern H! arid or the Americans after an early O'Neill play. I do not
think this comment will follow any production of Ric Throssell's Th e D a)1 Befo re T om orrow, but this need not mean the latter
play is in any way inferior. On the contrary,
the mere fact that it is not particularly Australian in its application gives it a strength
and a universal appeal, which, to some people
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makes it more impressive than the prize
winning play.
It would be interesting at this point to
consider for a moment what the Elizabethan
Theatre Trust was looking for in its first Australian venture. Both these plays were highly
commended, but the peculiar merit of the
/7 th Doll seems to be in its "Australianness"
- its setting in a Carlton boarding house, its
Queensland canecutters, its idiom and jokes
about "th e breeze off the gutter". If the
Theatre Trust is intent on presenting the Australian atmosphere to Australia and the world
then the / 7th Doll is the obvious choice.
Audiences tend to squeal rapturously as they
recognise the cabbage wreathed wallpaper
and rather tatty decor of the set - it is something known to most of us - and when we
hear th e familiar Australian slan g, when we
pick up references to places we know and
find th at summer and Christmas coincideas they never do in plays imported from England or America - we experience some of the
satisfaction we do on seeing our pictures' in
th e paper ... . though, like newspaper
photographs - the revelation is not always
fl atterin g.
Precisely what effect this Australianness
will have on un-Australian audiences I woule
not like to guess. It may have a sort of
exotic charm in the West End or on Broadway, comparable to the fascin ation that
Western film s or particularly Brooklynesque
dialogue have for us - or it may be only partially comprehensible because of this very
strangeness which is so familiar. In its idea
and the statement of this idea there is nothing
particularly new, or very inspiring. The
theme of the shattering of an illusory world
is an old one and the lost characters who
are left wanderin g in the cold wind of reality
are curiously unsympath etic.
No one comes out very well in the play
which has a sort of Tchekovian motif of despair without the relief of Tchekov's rainbow
of despairing hope.
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Th e Day Before 'r om OI/OW depends on
a different appeal. This is the story of the
survivors of an atom bomb, and instead of
the familiarity of speech and setting there is
a rather terrifying familiarity of thought. W e
are all fretted at present with this problem of
destruction and, as the picture of disintegration is slowly revealed to us, we are caught
into the fear of the scene even more deeply
than we are into the Carlton boarding 'house.
But there is more to it than just a picture of
the effects of a bomb. The characters are reduced to a lower depth of degradation; their
existence is less than animal. Parent and
child wrangle over scraps of food , youth is
worn out by prostitution and age loses dignity in cackling senility. , . . And yet the
play is not hopeless because there is tenderness and compassion. It is, I feel, in its idea
and attitude, at once a more terrible and a
nobler play than Th e / 7th D oll.
In a talk on science fiction Arthur Koestler
once remarked that the main difficulty in
writing any "space" stories or superhuman
adventures is simply that our imagination is
limited to what we as humans, know and
understand, Beyond humanity we must fall
silent. This, I think, tends to apply to any
"world disaster" stories of cataclysmic floods ,
Martian invasions, etc. Up to the point of
destruction the movement is vastly exciting
, . . then, when the world, or civilization is
destroyed , , . well, what then? And th e
anti-climax seems inevitable.
It is here that Ric Throssell has, I think,
done his best work. He has shown us the
diseased, radio-active survivors of a bombed
world, and his imagination, working through
four people - Alan 'and Mary Jackson, the
daughter Carolyn and a neighbour Rawlings
- has presented us a piCture of horror which
is just within the bounds of our human acceptance. A little more charnel house atmosphere, a little more degradation and we
would tend to reject it.
Then comes the relief from the "outside"
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and that -too proves, in its own way , a horror.
The leadei: is a jack-booted, knuckle-dustered
bully - Captain Field, the Relief Committee
Representative is kindly but, in the end,
powerl ess -against the fear and mistrust that
exist between the "clean" and the "contaminated" people. The whole relief expedition
ends in disaster bor~1 of this same fear and
the pitiful romance between the -"soiled"
Carolyn and the "clean" Malcolm dies as
quickly as the trodden roses in the contaminated dust.
- Buf, right at the end th ere is a strange,

gentl e climax. When the relief trucks are
gon e and the girl Carolyn is dead, Nlary and
.r ackson, abandoned and bereaved, find some
comfort in each other and the play ends on
a tiny gleam of hope: "Tomorrow Mary! Tornorrovv we'll plant some seeds! . .. " The
understatement is oddly satisfying and th e
suggestion of a spiritual rescue to replace the
noisy excitement of the "Relief" at the end
of Act 1. makes the play an experience that
is terrifyin g but at the same time not ignoble.
One further comm e11t is, I think, obvious.
Both th e plays are inexpressibly unhappy.

DARWIN '51
On th e hill a cool win d blows
Through sepia silhouettes of palm s
And kn otted ban!lan boughs,
Vl hUe long day lin gers crustal green H eld balanced on the verge of night
Till evenin g slips her dusk;! fing ers
Across the uellowed hand of da;!:
Till naught is left
But glimm erin g star
Echoin g a dau away.

Night, like peabinls' tails
Set with eyes of window panes:
Y ellowed patches of pril'llte li ves
Of slu.t and civil se r van~
Gleam eqllally as bright
Around Fort Hill at night_
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Th e new Australian drama is most certainly
of the "serious" type and contains little, if
any, evidence of th e fam ed Australian
"humour". 'Wh eth er this is a sign of the age,
of our state of culture, or of the attitude of
th e Australian intelligentsia , I cannot guess.
Certainly, the presence of secret explosions on our doorstep , so to speak, is not
exactly happifying in a world that is not
exactly stable. And it is true that the people
most competent to write plays tend to be the
same people who are prone to think - rather
anxiously - about today and tomOlTo,~. But,

In the town
Life's motley painted mural
Spreads a vivid baroque can vas
To passers-by.
A blackened bomb-scarred mnll'!Ullcnt
To comm erce
Claws wierdly at th e m oon
And dra gs its feet in TOtting drain s,
As neon signs
Rose-tint black velvet bor/ips
And floral calicoes
In Darwin.

Below the harbour the wat~r moves
In pockmarked eddies
Abottt the skeletons of shi1'S,
Vlhile lesser skeletons of men
Peer vaguely thTOugh green verticals of weed:
- - Pondering a philosophy,
Ethics, or a creed?

at the same time, I cannot avoid a sneaking
suspicion that we are not quite civrized
enough as yet to write an Australian comedy.
\Ve lack something - wisdom - tolerance - experience ... . I am not sure what. But
we lack it. Set Much Binding 01' T.l.F.H.
against its Australian counterparts and the
lack is obvious.
When we can lay aside our gloom and
heartache, or better, transmute them into
something like L e Bourgeois Gentilhomme
or Mu ch Ado or The Ch eTTY Orchard or
AmjJhitl')!on 38 or even Cha rleis Aunt

th en we can say we have arrived!

In the m01'lling the tide has gone,
The silve·r mudflats gmet the eye
With myriad crabs and razor shells
And ripples; tombstoll es of a midnight tide
Curve in stone age pattern.

A skull lies buried in the ooze,
A ripple - - but the tide has gone.
Who was this man
"Vho fotl.ght (/. war
To end all war?

-- There is no an swer in th e wind;
-- Th ere is no answer from the sea.
Only cicada s screech
Along the broken cliffs,
And the dyin g distant cry
Of hungry gulls.

JOHN WILSON
No answer fTOm the m oon-clawed water
No answer fTOm th e tropic wind-Th e curtain's down, th o glass won't break-Ollly the tide seeps slowly past
To ripple in the mangTOve mud.
WESTERLY
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Ted 0 'Keeffe

MORE THAN
A SHIRT--

T is a commonplace, amon g a considerable
II number of thinkin g Australians, that we
are apparently fast becomin g a far-flun g
outpost of th e U.S.A. Of course, no formal
annexation has as yet t aken place, and probably never will, and I suppose we are still as
dependent, economically, on our relations
with Britain and other countries as with our
Trans-Pacific neighbours. But we are becoming dominated by the United States in a more
insidious and, perhaps, in a more humiliatin g
way. We are in dan ger of losing our national
personality b y becomin g cultural puppets,
devoid of a soul of our own.
I have been trying to avoid references to
"cultural" and ''vvay of life", because these
terms are often too specific in their use. The
former too often refers to play going, review
readin g, and listening to the "ri ght" kind of
music. "'Way of life" is too often used as a
sugar coating for a pill of political philosophy
which, if less euphemistically designated,
might be a trifle hard to swallow. But I am
The auth or is a teach er a t Ke nt Street High Scho ~ l. and
having comple ted an Arts deg.ree at the U nive r~ ity of W 7ste rn Austra lia is now proceedmg to a degree 1n Education.
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not concerned with intellectual or pseudointellectual pursuits, or political viewpoints.
I am concerned about the apparently unimportant details of our everyday living - our
speech, our dress, our songs and stories, our
food , our amusements and our sport. I'll these,
in a thousand and one ways, we are becomin g
Americanised.
Now, in themselves, these American ways
are completely innocuous. They may, and
often do, have aspects which have much to
recommend them, and I have no doubt that
they are often emin ently desirable in Americans. The fact that citizens of that great
country are fond of bow-ties, use their forks
in their right hands, and wear their pants
below their kn ees wh en playing sport, is
probably a good thin g in th e United States,
and no doubt sound reasons exist for these
habits. What I object to is th at these and
similar habits are becoming popular in Australia, for no other reason than because th ey
are American.
God forbid that Australians shot lld slouch
about their norm al pursuits wearing broadWESTERLY

brimmed hats, and addressing each other as
"Cobber!" and "Dig!", or that they should
spend their leisure hours around a two-up
ring from which arise cries of "Bonzer!" "Too
right" a'nd "j\lIy bloody oath", Such Australianisms are becoming thin gs of th e past
(although I must confess to a sentimental
pang at their passing) and exist largely in the
imagination of self-conscious Australians , trying to pretend we still have uncontaminated
national characteristics ,
But if it is written that the old ways mllst
go, why must they be replaced by imported
Americanisms ? If billy-tea is no longer to
form part of our picnic fare, why should it be
replaced by hot-dogs? If Ned Kelly must
disappear as a small boy's hero, why must he
bow out to Davy Crockett? I don't want our
children to be familiar with Mickey j'd ouse
and Captain Miracle, without having had ' the
delight of knowing the Gumnut Babies and
the Magic Pudding, Seven Little Australians
and Th e Famil'y of Misru le may be sickly and
sentimental, but I still feel they are preferable
to T rue R om ance and Hreez)! S tories. I'd
rather have "Bluey and Curley" than Dick
Tracy, Gin ger Meggs than Donald Duck. And
if, as some might claim, "The Wild Colonial
Boy" is a dreary and ridiculous dirge, it is
surely no more so than, say, "The Rock-'nRoll Waltz", .
I could multiply examples almost indefinitely, but to do so would not make th e
point more clearly, if it has not already been
made, It must surely be apparent that Australianism is being supplanted by the American product.
Now, social habits, and customs, and
mores, and idiosyncracies of popular behaviour must have their root and origin in
the conditions of the society from which they
come, They therefore have a social foundation and a social function , But if they are
b'ansplanted to a society which exists under
different conditions, they no longer have this
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social foundation, nor do they serve a social
function . And lacking such a social found ation , they are more readily d istorted into an
anti-social form , so that what is a healthy
natural form of expression in th e original
society may be an unhealthy one in another.
Whether all the habits and characteristics of
Americans are healthy in Am erica is not the
point - the Americans themselves are perhaps
the best judges of that. But the adoption of
Americanisms in Australia is likely to become
degenerate in our own country.
It will be seen, looking back in history,
that in the Hellenisation of Rom e, the esoteric
cults, the degeneracy and the vice of the
Greeks, imported with Greek philosophies
and culture, flourished and gained ground
with a rapidity which alarmed even the
Romans themselves. In Restoration England,
the returning Royalists brought French cultural influences with them, but only the less
desirable aspects of that culture flourishedfor example, the healthy satire of French
comedy became distorted into the cheap,
amoral cynicism of Restoration wit, when
dramatic cruelty was designed not to cure
but to hurt. Coming nearer to home, temporally and geographically, the social and
economic impact of the white man has led to
a replacement of the intricate and elaborate
culture of our aborigines b y th at of our
society, and on the ground thus cleared, the
seeds of vice and crime, inherent in our own
ways, have flouri shed .

Hence, we can expect, and in fact do find ,
that th e less desirable features of the American way of life are gaining ground in Australia. The bodgie cult is growing, the slick
business man is replacing the honest dealer,
the rugged individualism of the United States
has become the "Blow you, Jack; I'm all right"
principle in Australia, open competition has
led to the destruction of mateship, and
modesty has become lack of drive and advertising sense.
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Bow has this come about? . To .my mind,
it is largely the consequence of the invasion
of American economic interest in our country.
American capital has brought in its train
American advertising, facilitated as it is by
our common possession of the English
language. And with American advertising has
come American magazines, books, papers, and
digests, American comic-strips, American
films. Nor do we receive the best that the
United States has to offer, but often, the most
commercialised. It is the syndicated material,
the forms of communication which have been
most organised and financed and commercialised, which have made their way most readily
to the shores of Australia.
Engulfed in an American atmosphere, we
are beginning to think American; and thinking American, while good for Americans , is a
decidedly unhealthy symptom in ourselves .
It may be objected that Australia is, as
yet, insufficiently mature to have developed a
typically Australian outlook. But I think I
have already quoted examples of Australiana,
and a moment's reflection will show that in
the past Australians were more Australian
than they are today.
I don't advocate that Australia should remain insular and parochial. I realise that th e

world is shrinking, and that more and more
each nation is sharing its environment. But'
I do wish to see us with a soul of our own
and a spirit of our own, - to have our own
ways and to be proud of them - to stand on
our own feet, to express Australia, and not to
use the forms of expression developed by
others in another country and under different
conditions.
I have sufficient confidence in Australia to
believe that we will find our soul when the
need arises - when social pressures and economic conflict from outside force us to unite
and reawaken the 'Spirit of Australianism
which flourish ed in the 1890's, when Australia
,vas recognised, as the Scandinavian countries
are today, as amongst the most socially advanced arid virile people of the world.
When Australians realise that those who
speak for the Australian people - her novelists, poets, playwTights, musicians and artists
- speak with honesty, and truth , and courage,
subservient neither to financial nor political
interest - when Australians learn once again
to judge things on the criterion of their value
to our own community, and not on their acceptance by millions in a far country - then
will we find ourselves again, and proudly
possess a true Australian cultme.
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D, J.Hislop.

DEATH OF A NOVEL
"'V. /HEN HE saw Lesley running along
V\V the road to meet him, his first thought
was of the novel.
She w as almost breathless when she
reached him . "A letter came from Ridgeway's," the words poured from her. She drew
a long deep breath. "Mummy wouldn't open
it. She said you've got to open it. Do you
think --- - - ?"
He never heard the rest of what she said.
Eighteen months ago he had begun to
write the novel. For long months before that
he had tumed the thing over and over in his
mind, living with his characters, the unborn
characters that he was to create, speaking in
his .own mind as th ey would speak, playing
with details of plot and dialogue, coaxing the
half-formed figures from obscurity to the
reality of a world where they should have
life and form and meanin g.
His first attempts at transcribing the thing
into writing had been uncertain. The plan
was so big. Interpretation of it would be
so slow. 'iVriting for two, maybe three hours,
and then reading what he had written, testing the vitality of it, ·wondering whether the
forms, the figures he had created, did indeed
breathe and know the true meaning of life.
Slowly the story grew, page after page
of foolscap covered with hurriedly written
scrawl that was at times barely decipherable.
And as it grew, he could feel the beating of
life in the paper and ink figures he had
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created. H e could smell th e sweat that lay
in a glistening film on the skin of the men
as they worked in the abattoirs, their sweat"
ing arms and legs and bodies. He could feel
the blood, warm still with life, as it splashed
onto th e men from the animals that fell beneath th e razor-edged knives . H e could hear
the sounds, the expressions of life, each different from the other, as his swiftly moving pen
gave voice to his puppet people and, capturing the peculiarities of their speech, built into
every fi gure a character of his own.
Often he talked with these people he was
fashioning from the raw material of his own
mind and imagination. H e spoke in the crude
tones that he knew, in life, they would use.
And thus impersonating them, he grew nearer
to them, finding it easier to fit their words to
th eir vocations and their moods. In turn he
lived as part of each of them and identified
himself with them, realising in himself the
existence of traits and sins that he had previously thought belonged only in these dream
people of his .
H e came to love them, crude and unlovely as they were. H e came to love them
because they were his children, born of his
mind alone, created as surely as life was ever
created .by God or man. They were his
alone, dependent upon him for each move,
for the continuance of life, the determination
of their future - -- - .
At times that future was obscure. The
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master plan he well knew, how the story'
would end and how these people, having
played their roles, would cease to exist with
the closing of the final chapter, would cease
to grow or move another inch after he lay
down his pen. . . .. That much he knew
at the beginning.
They moved and grew and tho~lght and
loved and died at his will, those dream figures
of his. They spoke the thoughts he chose to
make them speak, they used their bodies and
their minds as he decreed. And as his pen
wrote now more surely as the story grew, he
watched with a deep sense of pride the
growth of these inhabitants of this world he
had created.
Night after night and month after month
he wrote, building the story around the
bodies and minds of his children - chapters
cast out, chapters re-written, digging again
and again for th e most apt word into a mind
already grown tired through this exhausting
process of creation.
Four hundred pages of foolscap he wrote,
and having written and re-checked them, he
. typed them, so that, reading th e more legible
copy, he could grasp the picture more readily
and more clearly. His pen scored through
words and paragraphs that once he had considered perfect.
He typed th e finished manuscript in three
weeks, setting himself the time limit because
of the de·,perate weariness he felt of the
whole project. His characters still lived
vividly in his mind, but now he grew weary
of the dull task of spreading them on the
canvas for his audience to see. The labour
of creation was ended. H e had built a world
of his own, fashioned it with creatures
moulded and wrought from the reserves of
his own mind, and from life as he had seen
and interpreted it. Now, in these demandin oa
three weeks, he spread their story over three
hundred type-written pages, and, weary of
the whole project, bound and posted the completed manuscript.
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Five months, five long uncertain months
of waiting, while men read and considered
the manuscript, while the Gods decreed
whether or not his dream should b e accepted
into reality . . ...
THEY WALKED together up the drive at
the side of the house, Lesley childishly eager,
seemin gly aware in her own very young
mind, of what th e still unrevealed decision
could mean.
When they came into the kitchen the
letter was on the table. Marion, standing at
the side of the table, looked up as he entereel. He caught the expression on her face,
excitement, hope, longing - with somewhere
deep down the shadow of doubt, the acute
realisation that all the glad dreams , nurtured
over th e lon g months, could fade in a
moment.
He half-smiled as he picked up the envelope. He ran his thumb along the sealed
down flap , took out the letter. H e read it
quickly.
'A'hen he looked up, he was acutely aware
of the two of them standing there. There
was something the same about both of them,
1110ther and daughter, with twenty-five years
between them - th e same atnlosphere of
hope and doubt, perhaps above all , of longing, of deep desperate lon gin g, longing for
him and . all that he had worked for and
planned for and hoped to achieve. -----.
In that one brief moment he felt no sorrow
for himself, no sense of self pity, or frustra tion , or defeat ----. Just the one deep
convictio'/1 that, despite everything he had
done, despite all of himself that he had sacrificed to achieve this one thing, he had failed
them.
He shook his head. "We regret," he read
slowly, "we cannot accept your novel ---."
There were other words there, but he did not
read them. He walked into the other room . .
His dream people had died. The dream
. was ended.
WESTERLY

LETTER TO AN AUTHOR:
Tom Ronan/s IIMoleskin Midasll•

'2:Jear :lom
iWO THINGS weigh on my conscience
tonight - an overdue letter to you about
your Moleskin Midas and a review of
the same book that I promised for tomorrow.
One or the other will be left undon e unless
I combine the two. Not exactly customary
perhaps, but as Anthony Yates would say:
"I ain't a very customary sort of person."
Half way through Moleskin Midas a
familiarity of name and incident sent me
back to your first book Strangers on Th e
Ophir where I rediscovered many of the
characters in your latest. I like this Joyce
Carey method - not really the sequel, but
the same group of people with emphasis on
different ones and different happenings. If
one has not read the previous book or books
curiosity sends one back to pick up stray
threads and learn more about characters of
relatively little importance in the current
story. I think readers who have enjoyed
Moleskin Midas could well return to Strangers on Th e OjJhir and enjoy it, as I did,

l
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.Miss Durack, a rnember of the Fellowship of Australian
Write rs, is h e rself well known as a novelist, her m ost recent
work being "Keep Him My Country", reviewed elsewh ere in
this issue.
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more than before. Of course, as .a writer you
have come a long way from that first yarn,
gathered largely from the memories of your
Father and other old timers of the Ophir
river country in Queensland, but only one
brought up, as you ,,,,ere, in the traditions of
outback life and who, like Tony Yates himself (if you will forgive any comparison at
all), had been "learned young" by old masters
of the cattle camps, could have given us such
a vivid, quite unselfconscious picture of stock
handling or yet so memorable an account of
a man dying of thirst.
This first Ophir story bears the mark,
greatly developed in your subsequent works,
of rare authenticity and first hand experience.
All three books are history. They are stories
of outback settlement gathered, not from the
records in public libraries but from the vastly
more real and intimate stories told, but nevei.·
written by the makers of history themselves.
As we have at some time agreed, it is only
through fiction that the true story of the
bush and its people can emerge. Take them
or leave them, such were our pioneers. This
was how th ey pushed forward the frontiers
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of settlement, formed their stations and built ·
up their herds. This was the way they lived, .
how they came to terms with a hard country
?-nd_its original inhabitants, how they put in
their leisure hours and ran their race meetings. These were the terms on which they
took the women and worked the men. In a
land of every man for himself they admired
those qualities in each other that spelt SOrviva!: toughness, bushcraft, sagacity in the
ways of stock and the psychology of blacks.
They had no time for anything that looked
like softness, sentiment, muddling or incompetence. Spartan-like only the man caught
thieving horses or cattle was to be despised·
or merited punishment. If a white man
killed a black his fellow settlers helped dispose of the body and the police gave him
good time to destroy the evidence. Constable
Devlin seems to sum up the average early
day policeman's point of view: "If I had done
my duty in regards to such matters as the
forced labour of aboriginal men and the
foi'ced concubinage of native women there'd
not be six men left on this watershed . . .
but I say we are an invading army fighting
tb tum this country from savagery to civilisation. Whether the means which I tolerate
are justified by the ends is a matter between
me and my own c0l1science."
Whether the remoter and tougher parts
of Australia could have been occupied successfully by men less tough or means less
rllthless may be a matter for dispute. The
. fact remains that these were the kind of men
who did the job and this was their code. Of
course, your Anthony Yates had no code of
any kind and for a while I wondered whether
you could get away with a story starring a
character so lacking in admirable qualities.
Unlike Visio n Sj)lendid, which dodges about
like a stock horse cutting out a wily beast,
Moleskin sets off at a gallop with a long
way to go and a clear destination in view.
It is a story to be read quickly but not to be
skipped through, for incident and character
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are so closely packed that to miss a paragraph is to find oneself lacking vital information about some clever piece of doubledealing essential to the main thread.
Frankly, I found myself tending to bog
down about part two in what seemed rather
a morass of characters, intrigues, mateships
and antagonisms requiring the closest attention to follow them. At this stage, perhaps
even throughout the book, only Yates emerges
quite clearly as a personality, despite the
fact that he had, as you point out, so little.
Old Amos Sides, Devlin, ArtesJan Lake, the
four Smiths, Rosie Temple, eveii. Yates's archenemy that King of gypsies Big Ben Leroy
are shadowy figures beside the little, meanminded, hvisty, undignified, unwashed, unlettered, albino runt of a Tony Yates. What
a hero to pick upon! And yet, in spite of
everything, one generates a lively interest in
his underhand activities, even, so help me,
a hope that he will pull through. One can
hardly help admiring the way he battens
down and tightens up against hard times,
managing to retain the services, even in some
Ways the respect, of the whisky soaking book
keeper Artesian Lak~ and the kingpin of half
caste stockmen, Steve . Black. One cannot
help admiring his shrewdness and perception .
in the ways of men and of stock or admitting
that the little worm has guts. Also there is
some astringent irony in his practical, entirely amoral and quite empirical philosophy.
The latter part of the book is rich in
humour and here I feel your racy, ironical
style is used to best effect. The handling of
Yates's attitude towards his own and Ben
Leroy's half caste sons is unusually true in
portrayal of the peculiar detachment of some
men to these chance offspring of their black
consorts. . .. "It wasn't any use. August
was too like himself ever to live straight and
too much of a blackfellow to make living
crooked a paying proposition. He'd always
been in trouble and always would be. Gaol
was the best place for him."
WESHRLY

To sum up, Tom, Moleskin Midas is as
good and true a picture of outback settlement
as we have had or are likely to have and it
is a rattling good yarn, albeit tough for some
tastes. It may not have t'ne scope or literary
texture of Penton's Landtak ers or inheritors,
but these books could have been written from
careful research, whereas yours could not.
Moleskin grew from fir~t hand knowle_dge of __
stockmen and of stock, of hard living on stations and on droving tracks, of the life and
gossip around outback pubs, and of the sort

•

of toughness and the sort of sentiment that
are the ingredients of mateship. How often
we say of someone we meet: "If only he
could write as he talks!" Years ago we said
it of you, for you had the gift of story telling
and a phenomenal memory. I suppose you
still talk well, but you write even better.
May you long enjoy the strength and spirit
for poth.
Sincerely,
MAR Y

DURACK.
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Collin Coates

ON GARDENS
NE OF "Any Questions?" submitted to
a Radio Panel of Experts ran:-"Are
gardens taking the place of religion in
the lives of many people?"- or something
like that.
Four god-minded persons (two of them
parsons) tried to find the answer on the basis
of humans being "nearer my God to Thee" in
a garden than anywhere else on earth (places
of regular worship surely excepted).
It seems rather odd that folks - parsons
in particular - should show so much veneration for gardens considering the trouble
which is reputed to have begun in one; except perhaps on the lines of lookin g at "sin"
much as a policeman may view "crime", as
an excuse for earning a living. It is to be
feared that, however much the clerics extol
work in the garden as a substitute for other
forms of "prayer", they would prefer the
knee-drill to be done, or a proportion of it,
inside four walls.
As with other human activities, there are
various aspects of this one - to the aesthete,
the religious minded, or the sentimentalist,
the garden is the "lovesome thing" of the
poet - especially when the dirty and arduous
work entailed can be deputed to menials or
mugs: . but the realities of the business are
nothing like the superficial concepts of the
innocents who see only beauty to the exclusion of such unpleasing facts as that a gar-

O
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den - any garden - is, at once, a battleground and a slaughter-yard.
The aesthete sees the transcendent beauty
of the rose, the practical man knows he has
to be up early with the arsenic if the beauty
shall not give place to a denuded skeleton of
flowerless of leafl ess branches. God's share
in the show has to be injected as a form of
wishful thou ght: it is quite out of tune with
th e idea of Him which it is sought to perpetuate - a benevolent Force exuding peace
and beauty and all that's "nice"; it is not a
bit like that. And here we are reminded of
th e story of the gardener who was proudly
displaying th e results of his labours to the
local pastor, who, maybe, to impress on his
parishioner the virtue of humility, ventured
to suggest that some credit sllGuld be given
to a Higher Power without which his efforts
would have been vain, and so forth . To
which the reply came, "That may be so but
it was an awful mess when He had it to
Himself".
After all there is much justification for
this attitude - gardens are the work of men,
and most of the more beautiful and satisfying
things grown in them are not in their original,
God-given (?) form. Can we think of the
"apple" of Eden in terms of a juicy Jonathan
or a succulent Cleo? More likely would it
be a poor thing which would not tempt a
modern billygoat nor cajole a cadI in moth.
WESTERLY

Speaking of moths and suchlike creations,
no artistic conception of th e "Ivlinister's Garden" would be complete without, hovering
over the surviving hollyhocks , a butterfly or
two energised by the chlorophyll extracted
from the other hollyhocks, which . their precursory caterpillars had eaten.
The ground is full of leather-jackets and
wireworms, the trees are coated with aphis
and th ere is the whole range of bugdom
with which to contend in no aesthetic way
at all. Prayers are no substitute for sprayers,
it is sad to record.
Again the sentimental belief which is th e
partner of the innocence already mentioned
- th e idea that the flowers bloom for our
deli ght - they do nothing of the kind, of
course, but are merely engaged in th eir own
affairs, attracting attention to themselves, by
scent or colour, to what is necessary for th eir
own species' survival; just as the insects

inimical to them are bent on th eir preservation at their end of the proposition.
On which "side" of His many "creations"
God is operating, it is difficult to sc::e, so we
"solve" the insoluble by coming down, ourselves, as the D eity's agents (so we promote
ourselves) on the side of the things which
contribute to our own pleas ure or profit, and
I think any parson will agree that we are
quite justified in God's sight when we squash
a slug or poison the "pests" which form so
large a part of His work; forms of life which
eith er crept into th e scheme when the Allseeing ,Eye was indulging in (that mystic
numb er) forty winks: or, were they deliberately introduced, to use the sanctimonious
verbiage of the day, as a "discipline".
Man thrives, or has his character strengthened, so 'tis said, by struggle. Well, he
sure gets his full ration in a garden; whether
members of the craft or hobby are really
superior types of homo-sap, perhaps only
gardeners know .
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BIOGRAPHY
A New Contribution
BACKPORTRAIT
WITH
GROUND: A .L IFE OF GEORGIANA MOLLOY-By Alexandra
Hasluck. Oxford University Press,
Sydney, 1955. 2840 llll. illust. maps.

vVestern Australian biography
has been much neglected , and
Mrs. Hasluck's book is a timely
addition to the small library of
scholarly works in this fielcl. Very
few of the State's pioneers and
public figures have been so honoUl·ed. For example, of all th e
Governors of vVestern Australia
since 1829, only thc first - Sir
James Stirling - has attracted th e
attention of a mod ern biograph cr
(M . J. L. Uren: Land Looking
West - London 1948) , and th e life
of only one other has been th e
subject of a full-length study (A.
Lovat: Th e Life of Sir Frederick
Weld-London 1914 ) .
There are no biographies of any
of the State's premiers, more particularly of su ch men ns Sir John
Forrest, Sir Newton Moore, Phillip
Collier and Sir James i'l'fitchell.
The only important biographical
work relating to loca l politics is
the autobiography of J. VV. Kirwan
(My L'i fe's Aclt;entl/re - London
1936); th e autobiography of Hal
Colebatch is still in manuscript in
the State Archives. In the sphere
of national politics th ere are only
two relevant books: the brief study
of the W est's first Prime lvIinister
(A. Chester: John Curtin - Sydney
1943) and the autobiography of
G. F. Pearce (Carp enter to Cabinet - London 1951) . Of the numerous public figures of modern
times in Western Australia, only
one has left an autobiography for
posterity (Kingsley Fairbridge,
whose book was published in
1927). A great deal is known
about the lives of prominent men
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and wom en in th e colonial era of
th e State's history, but few substantial works ha ve been publ ished. Family histories, reminiscenees,
diaries, articles, letters , journals
and brief pamphlets abound in th e
Archives Branch of the State Library awaiting the attention of
fuhlre sc hol ars, whilst mu ch biogrnphical material is scattered
throu ghout variuus encyclopaedia s,
"men of th e tim e" seri es, "who's
who" publications and in article
form in th e lUI/mal of the Histori cal Society of \"'es tern Au stralia. Two important book-length
hiographies written as research
th eses are still in ma nuscript form
in th e Library of the University of
vVestern Australia (M . Harris - C.

More recently th ere has been an
awakening of interest. A life of
Alexa11de-r Forrest by G. C. Bolton
is now being published by the
University of '''!estern Australia
Press, and biographies of the first
four bishops of the Church of
England in ''''estern Australia
( Hale, Parry, Riley and Le Fanu)
are being prepared to mark th e
Church's forth coming celebrations
of th e appointment of Bishop Hale.
.T . Sandford's "Valter HaTJler and
th e Farmers (Perth 1955) throws
much light on Twentieth-Century
farming in the 'Ves t by a study of
Harper's part in the promotion of
the
Co-operative
lvfovement.
Mamie Bassett's Th e I-Ientys (Oxford 1954) deals with th e enterprising famil y who, after a short
sojourn in the early day:; of the
Colony, left to settl e in Tasmania
and play th e role of foundation
pioneers in th e new Colony of
Victoria.

BOOK REVIEWS
Y. O'Con11 or and R. Glover - Captaill T. L. 5ymers) .
The publication , by lvlons gr.
J'vlcMah on of his life of Bishop
5alvaciu (Perth 1943) and of his
One [-[um/red Years: Fi ve Great
Church Leaders (Perth 1946) did
not set an example to other biographers interes ted in ecclesiastical
history. Only uccasionally have
furth er publications been forthcoming, such as M. J. L. Uren's
Pioneer Pastoralists (Perth 1951 ,
dealin g with the life of Sir Ernest
Le Steere ) and F. VV. Gunning's
Lure uf th e North (Perth 1952,
describing the life of G. J.
Gooch).

J\I[rs. Hasluck's new book about
th e Molloy Family has indeed been
published at an opportune time,
for it does llIuch to correct th e
impression given by a reading of
Marnie Bassett's account of Henty
enterprise. Not all of th e men of
substan ce, vitality and social standing left the languishing western
colony for pastures new. Captain
John tv[olloy (1780-1867) and his
wife Georgiana (1805-43) were of
that small band of pioneer colonists who endured great privation
and hardships in the remote Augusta and Vasse districts in the
south-west of the Colony, and

whose persistence was eventually
rewarded when th e problems arising from depression and distance
had been overcome.
The Molloys arrived a t Fremantle in March 1830, knowing
nothing of what would be required
of them and havin g no obvious
capacities for the ardu ous task of
colon ising. The Captain, a veteran
of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars - and of \Va terloo was then fifty years of age; his
wife was only twenty-two. F or
the ensuing thirteen years, Georgiana's life revolved about two
interests, her plants and her chilclren, and indeed she was to be
one of \Ves tern Australia's pioneer
botanists. Throu gh every ord eal,
of which she was to have many,
neither her faith in God nor her
respect and love for Il el' husband
were to falter.
On a day in 1830 when it was
so wet that an umbrella had to be
held over her bed , she gave birth
to her first dau ghter, which died
several days later. Throughout th e
years which followed, her famil y
increased regularly. In 1831 a
second child was born, in 1834 a
third, in 1836 a fourth (the only
son, who di ed when eightee n
months old) , in 1838 a fifth, in
1840 a sixth , and in 1842 the
seventh (the fifth surviving daughter) .
To this succession of births,
and to her grief from th e dea th
of her son, must be attributed the
sapping of her vitality. She should
never have given birth to her las t
two children . Suffering mu ch pain,
she wasted away aft.e r th e birth of
her seventh child, anel was laid in
her grave four months la ter. The
heroic but tragic life of this sensi tive and deeply religious woman,
who so seldom found real happiness, is the central theme of Mrs.
Hasluck's systematically arranged
and well authenticated narrative.
But there is much in her book of
value to the student of \Ves tel'll
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Australi an history in the years of
colonisation. She has drawn on
the rich store of docum entary evidence to re-create mu ch of the
atmosphere of life in th e pioneering years, and must be complimented on providing a new and
refreshing view of tIl e Bussell
Family. H er detailed di scussion of
th e possible illegitimacy of Captain
l\'[ollo y, and of the circumstances
surrounding the Layman mu rder,
both of which she relega ted to th e
Appendix, make interestin g reading; but th e read er is still entitled
on th e evidence produ ced to bring
in a verdict of Not Proven in both
instances. Two oth er fea tures of
thc book deserve comm ent. Althou gh she: has frequ ently been

able to reconstruct situations with
considei'able skill on a firm foundation of fact, Mrs . Hasluck has also
occasionally veered off into the
techni que of the historical novelist.
F urth er, much of the text is in the
form of lengthy quotations and
often complete verbatim copies of
th e letters of Mrs. Molloy in small
print. These could have been
grea tly redu ced in length in some
instances and omitted in others
without any serious damage being
done to the impression which the
author has sought to create. The
book is pleasantly illustrated and
is provided with a nea t bibliography and a good index.
F.

K .
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FICTION AND TH E N ORTH

A West Australian Novel
KEEP HIM M Y COUNTRY-By

Mary

Durack. Constable 1955.
17/- .
Mary Durack's novel deserves to
be reviewed purely upon literary
lines, for its hi gh quality of writin g,
excellence
of
characteri sation,
Ru ency in narrative and di alogue,
auth enticity of atmosphere, and its
essentially Au strali an type of Illlmour.

Abo ve all does it deserve praise
for its delicacy of trea tment of th e
aboriginal wom en's "fertility rites"
whieh th e writer describes from
her first-h and observation over
many years living in close touch
with the nati ve people on her
parents' ca ttle stati ons in the Kim berleys. The lore and customs, th e
songs and dances which are part
of th em, provide a va luable contribution to our knowledge of
th ese passing religious ceremonies .
No novelist has treated with sucll
und erstanding th e und erlying significa nce of th ese practi ces, for th e

good reason that our few novels of
the North come mostly from men
writers , who are not permitted to
gaze upon th e sacred dances of
th e wom en. Katharine Susannah
Prichard 's "Coonarcloo" (now reprinted by An gus & Hobertson
after Illany years) does deal with
a woman of th e Murchison tribes,
but not in th e sallle manner as
j\l[ary Durack's handlin g of her
aboriginal wOlll an "Dalgeri e" who
becomes the interpreter of her
people's sense of "belonging" to
the country from which th ey
spring and cannot be parted from
without spiritual death . The book
is dedi cated to Dr. Phyllis Kaberry, mu ch of whose material for
her work "Aboriginal Woman,
sacred and profane," was compiled
on th e Durack sta tions.
Bu t, while I should prefer to
confine what I have to sa y within
th e limits of an ordinary review,
I alll drawn to include coment
11pon Dr. Crowley's remarks in the
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previous issue of Westerly, made
.by implication, that this novel
uses the Kimberleys as "an ideal
setting for the study of the life
and loves of white men and black
wom en . . . " or that the author
subordinates the question of "The
problem of th e North" (the subtitle of Dr. Crowley's article) to
that of "romance."
Dr. Crowley returns to this
charge (again by implica tion) in
his closing paragraph: "Much of
the roman ce associated with pastoi'al life is no more than a veneer.
The tra gedy of the trea tment of
the native and mi xed-blood is the
reality."
'Vhile it is not th e business of
a novelist to set out to deal with
social or political problems, from
first page to las t lv!ary Durack
makes implicit throu ghout her
whole story her concern for the
future of this counlry and its
pepple, black as well as white.
Indeed, she even comes up with a
solution , but it is certainly not one
that the eco nomist or the historian
would be inclined to accept, for it
is one of those imponderables that
cannot be weighed by scales,
measured by rule or tap e, or estimated in tcrms of casll. I-Iere it is:
Rolt (the young stCl tion-manager who gives the best years of
his life to the ca ttl e-run "Trafalgar" and is on th e point of giving
up when th e stor y opens) says :
"When are we going to see SOl)le
real progress here? \Vhy do all
our bright schemes have to fail ?"
Carmody (the old-timer, crocodile
shooter, buffalo hunter) answers:
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"Depends on what men are prepared to put into her."
"You mean capital, initiativethat sort of thing?"
"Maybe, beca use the country
wants more than we've given itdetermination, initiative, bright
ideas, even capital are not enough.
She wants our lives and our
hearts."
"You mean everything we've got
- even love," Rolt said .. .
How Rolt lea rns to love the land
and to live with it, instead of
hating it and fighting against it as
his forefath ers had done is revealed through his love for Dalgerie,
who shows him that in spite of its
harshness and cru elty it yet has
something to offer th e man who
will try to understand it, who will
end eavour to "belong" rather than
to exploit it and take its wealth
without putting back, erod e its soil
from overstockin g, and not replant
pastures . Upon her dea th Dalgerie
wins from Stan Rolt the promise
th at he will never leave her country and she dies with th e benison
on her lips "lvly country keep you"
,IS she had ea rlier sun g to him one
of th e love songs of her tribe from
which th e novel derives its title ..
"I cry to my cou n try, Keep
him . . . . "
To imply th at this novel is just
another book about th e loves of
white lll en and black women is to
miss th e whole point of the
author 's in ten tion. Indeed it is to
fail to see th at Pi! ary Durack has
lifted tIl e black woman out of the
role foi sted upon her by so many
of our men writers in th e past as

mere creatures of th e white man 's
lust and has raised her to her
rightful place in the history of the
development of our North , as helpmates, companions, housekeepers,
nurses, and, at tim es, faithful and
tend er lovers.
Two other characters in this
story, old Lidd y, who rules the
homestead an d the ca mp with a
hand of iron, and An gela, her halfcas te dau ghter are women of grea t
di gnity.
Nor does the author overlook
th e faults of th e pioneers, even
thou gh her own ancestors were
among th em, in their ruthlessness
towards th e blacks, when th eir
motto was "Kill, or be killed" and
many are th e discussions arourid
th e future of th e blackfellows at
the station. It is not likely that
th e author of so lllany pieces of
writing sy mpatheti c to a better
dea l for the coloured and p artcoloured Australians, would fail to
include some worthwhile id eas towards their raised sta tus as citi zens
and human beings in th e future.
Mary Durack has a second novel
in prepa ration and it concern s the
rise towards responsible citi zenship
of people of part aboriginal blood
who have lived or li ve on our
i:olourful pearling ground s up
along the coas t and in th e town
of Broome, wh ere she has her secom! hom e. ' Ve call expect it to
be as authentic and as en joyable
as Kee p Him My COl/lItry and as
sound on th e sociological side as
the literary one.
lTIENE

A.

GHEENWOOD.

H ECE IVED

PATEHSO N BHOKENSHA PTY. LTD.: "A Handbook of Elem entary Bird Study" by P . A. Bourke;
"Wollaston's Pi·c ton Journal (1841-1844)" b eing Volum e I of the Journal s and Diaries (1841 -1 856) of
Hevd. John Hamsden Wollaston, M.A., Arc hdeacon of Western Australia, 1849-18.56. Edited by Canon
Burton and Hev . Percy U. Henn. M. A. (Oxon ).
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